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Spring is truly here and we celebrate by exploring the issue of consumer credit.
Russia is in the midst of a consumer credit boom. But can expats get a share? We 
unleashed Frank Ebbecke on a mystery shopping tour, but he failed to pass muster 
with Moscow institutions. Others have been luckier however, whether it is raising a 
mortgage or getting a credit card. We have the whole story, including a profile on 
the newest credit institution to open its doors, and some hints on borrowing from 
James Cook, the father of the Russian mortgage.

Many of you have wondered why our Editor-in-Chief John Bonar opted for treatment 
in Russia during his recent illness. Nataliya Shuvalova, our Arts and Community Editor 
investigated, going behind the scenes at MedinCentre to get to the bottom of it.

We are a firm believer that a little bit of wine does you a power of good and in this 
issue Knights of the Vine Russia not only took a crate of Chile’s best to the new GQ 
Bar, but sent intrepid contributing editor Daniel Klein to join the executive tipplers 
at a CA company tasting in Moscow.

Glenn Ballis, the much traveled executive chef at Nadalny Vostok, fast becoming 
one of my favourite restaurants in Moscow, talks to Assistant Editor, Annet Kuly-
agina, and shares a recipe with us. 

Father Simon and the Anglican Church in Moscow come under the scrutiny of 
Linda Lippner and pass with flying colours. 

Many of you will be reading this after the May holidays, which are becoming a rite 
of passage in Moscow, marking the end of a usually long, cold winter and the advent 
of really warm weather. Despite the unseasonably short winter, paucity of snow and 
surprisingly warm spells, we still yearn for the really hot summer which hopefully is 
around the corner.

Our web site www.passportmagazine.ru is attracting more and more visitors and 
that is where you are going to find our up-to-date listings of What’s On in Moscow, 
events for kids and Community Listings. We all want Passport Magazine to be avail-
able by the �st of every month and that means early deadlines. This way we deliver 
more in-depth articles and through the web site keep you right up to date with 
what’s on. Please use it. While you are there, opt-in for our regular newsletter that 
will be sent direct to your e-mail in-box, listing the highlights of what’s on and the 
latest restaurant news and reviews, and keep you posted on immigration and other 
issues affecting your life in Moscow. Headline events are highlighted in our Editor’s 
Choice at the beginning of the magazine.

John Ortega
Owner and Publisher

moscow telephone codes change
Dear readers please note that since the beginning of 2007 the stationary telephone codes were changed.
Now there are 2 codes functioning: -495 and -499.
For those who have 495 code: out of 495 you dial. To 495 – 7 digits. To 499 – 8 (499) 7 digits. To mobile – 8 (code) 7 digits.
For those who have 499 code: out of 499 you dial. To 499 – 499 7 digits To 495 – 8 (495) 7 digits. To mobile – 8 (code) 7 digits.
In any combination of numbers the call is considered and billed as local.cover photos by serge golovach
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bottom line

choosing a corporate 
structure, or legal cyrillics

by jon helevig

the first challenge for business people is to choose the right corporate structure. You are told 
there is the oh-oh-oh! Which sounds more like surrender in the face of difficulties, but you 
are reassured that it is the OOO which is the Russian abbreviation for LLC or Limited Liability 
Corporation. Another form of legal entity is ZAO or JSC, the joint stock company. Two other 
options are the RO or representative office (‘rep office’) and branch office.

Problems with learning a language in Russia do not stop with the Cyrillic alphabet, the 
challenges of grammar and pronunciation which require an effort best not to be taken 
too seriously at an adult age. Why ruin one’s health and self-esteem with an effort you 
can never master? When I gave up trying too hard to learn Russian I decided to excuse my 
grammar and pronunciation with a phrase I picked up from the I Love Lucy Show, “I speak 
with an accent, but think without one.” But as a practicing lawyer that excuse would not 
help when dealing with the language of doing business in Russia. In this role, I needed 
to master the ins and outs of Russian business and the traditions of law and its terminol-
ogy. The fact that most of this “business speak” was equally new to Russians and under 
constant change for the first �0 years of my stay here, did not put me at a disadvantage 
compared with the natives. It was the same learning curve for the Russians as well. 

The first challenge for business people is to choose the right corporate structure. 
You are told there is the oh-oh-oh! Which sounds more like surrender in the face of 
difficulties, But you are reassured that it is the OOO which is the Russian abbreviation 
for LLC or Limited Liability Corporation. Another form of legal entity is ZAO or JSC, the 
joint stock company. Two other options are the RO or representative office (‘rep office’) 
and branch office.

The rep office and the branch office are the first to come to mind when a company 
is looking to set up a marketing and sales promotion office. The rep office, as the name 
implies, simply represents, while all sales operations go directly between the clients and 
the foreign group or Russian distributor. A branch is in all essentials similar to the rep of-
fice but may engage in direct sales. The fact that the rep office is not allowed to do sales is 
a legal curiosity which can cause unwarranted risks; therefore those businesses that want 
to directly trade through a Russian entity are advised to go over to a branch form. 

The OOO and the ZAO are the choices when the investor wants to set up a full-fledged 
operation in Russia for an unlimited time. Both forms offer the shareholder protection 
against unexpected business risks in a form of limited liability restricted to the capital 
invested. Not a bad choice in Russia, many seem to consider. Between these we always 
recommend OOO for a fully owned operation and a ZAO for a structure with joint owner-
ship between two or more unrelated parties. The OOO should be chosen thanks to con-
siderably less exposure to the notoriously heavy administrative burden in doing business 
in Russia. For example, even a �00% privately-held ZAO has to go through the absurd 
process of seeking government approval for a shareholders prospectus and officially reg-
istering shares at the founding of the company and each time capital is increased. You are 
offered a kind of government courtesy which protects you against the risks inherent in 
investing in such a risky venture as your own business. It seems that when Russian securi-
ties laws where copied from the U.S. they forgot that the Federal Securities Commission is 
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only concerned with regulating public companies in order to protect the investors while 
investing in large companies; they have to manage themselves.

The OOO which is otherwise a perfect choice comes with the problem that sharehold-
ers have even less leeway to freely conclude valid legal agreements concerning the joint 
venture. Therefore ZAO is the choice in those cases. This has to do in particular with a 
provision of the Russian Civil Code granting a shareholder an absolute right to withdraw 
from the company and demand a pay-off corresponding to the size of the shareholding. 
In Western jurisdictions these kinds of issues are left to the discretion of the shareholders. 
The most fundamentally legal principle of freedom of agreement is unfortunately still 
not widely recognized by Russian judges. 

Accounting and taxation issues are not greatly affected by the choice of corporate 
form, and the initial administrative burden is considerable in each case; while the differ-
ences are mainly a question of business volume and strategy. The corporate profit tax 
is 24% in each case, with a few exceptions even when conducting business through a 
branch. The Russian tax authorities are even happy to accept the tax revenue from rep 
offices, although they are not really supposed to be doing business. Putting aside the ac-
counting nightmare, taxation as such is not a problem in doing business in Russia. I think 
it is rather a benefit, the tax rates belong to the lowest in Europe and are generally busi-
ness friendly. Special mention should be given to the �3% flat tax, the world’s lowest per-
sonal income tax. Some real efforts and results have also been made to encourage small 
businesses which can choose to operate under the simplified system of taxation (SST). 
In this tax regime companies may choose to be taxed 6% on revenues or �5% on profit, 
and also gain some real slackening of the bureaucratic pressure. Best of all is being ex-
empted from collecting VAT (value added tax) and freed from the real cancer of Russian 
accounting; the heavy VAT compliance procedures, a never ending source of problems, 
which are better avoided whenever there is a legal opportunity. Small businesses should 
not hesitate for a moment. To qualify the business has to be organized as a Russian legal 
entity: OOO or ZAO.

In �5 years Russia has made a magnificent change from a closed Soviet economy to 
a modern market economy which offers some of the best opportunities in the world. 
When I complain about the lingering problems with the bureaucracy here, my friends re-
mind me that as a consultant one should not complain that the roads are still somewhat 
bumpy with too many traffic jams caused by the bureaucratic potholes. After all, it leaves 
a business to smooth the ride.. 
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editor's choice
coffee break
Music, written 250 years ago by a cantor at St. Foma Church, could be expected to be very 
religious and…boring. Obviously, not in this case, as the cantor was Bach and his Cantata is 
performed in one of the most interesting theaters in Moscow. The Helikon Opera invites you 
to participate in a charming performance, sorry, “ritual” (as the Helikon charmingly puts it), of 
the preparation of fragrant coffee. What’s the difference from having a cup of coffee in a cof-
fee shop? No baristas, at least in Moscow, sing opera dialogues while preparing your espresso 
or cappuccino. Besides, it is the Helikon’s famous vocalizations that joyfully and heartily praise 
the incomparable qualities of the drink, its advantages sung in pleasurable comparison to 
life’s other joys, such as kisses and sweets. By the way, according to Bach, the joy that a cup of 
coffee brings to a young lady can be compared only with happiness in marriage. The whole 
performance of the Coffee Cantata doesn’t take more than 40 minutes, leaving you plenty of 
time to enjoy the other pleasures of an evening out on the town. 

Helikon Opera. Novy Arbat, �� Bldg. 2. M. Arbatskaya. 
May 30, �9.00. Price �500–2000 r. 

paying respect to the classics
It is a commonly held belief that almost all of Russian modern art is based on “fantasy”; very 
surreal, or all about lines and circles on abstract blank backgrounds. RuArts again proves that 
this is not the entire picture. Semen Agroskin, who is presenting his “School of Painting. Merci-
less Beauty”, is a painter who combines the best of the new and old. He doesn’t cling to the 
classical traditions of the Russian school, but rather extends and develops them. His works 
range from portraits, self portraits, still-life, to landscapes. His favorite color is grey, but there 
are dozens of shades of grey! His art speaks to that Russian philosophical attitude to life; mak-
ing one think, ponder over, and meditate on the “issue”. Yet, Agroskin himself says that he nev-
er tries to “solve any life-questions. I just paint”. His specialty is thematic collections. “Picasso 
kept opening new worlds; I cannot do that, so I keep opening new themes.” The list is already 
quite large: the city at night, human figures without faces, a red café, and a list of belongings. 
His “Home Theater” and “Staircases” creates in the observer the feeling of “someone has just 
been here but now is gone,” that is so real, that he can sense the absence. His new inspiration 
are street dogs which are “not that easy to paint,” as he admits. It took the artist a year to get 
the collection ready for this exhibition. The three big halls of the gallery will be devoted to 
three sub-topics: the earlier mentioned home theater, the stray dogs and that of apprentice-
ship. This last theme will consist of several canvases, put into window frames, which Semen 
found at a garbage dump. The works depict plaster casts, some nude figures – what every 
artist has to master while at an art academy. Semen says it a tribute to the classics and an 
experiment in finding his place in art history. 

Semen Agroskin “School of Painting. Merciless Beauty”.
RuArts Gallery. � Zatchat’evsky Per., �0. M. Kropotkinskaya, Park Kultury. 
April 5 – May 25. Free Entrance

mickey mouse goes skating
The famous “Disney on Ice” show has finally come to Russia. Why the show took more than 20 
years to get to Moscow, considering the fact that every Disney performance team has Russian 
figure-skaters, is a mystery. Up until now Russian fans of “Disney on Ice” could go to the Baltic 
countries or Finland to enjoy the famous show and see their “ice” idols. This year they just need 
to get over to the sport complex Olimpisky. Staging an ice show based on Disney stories was 
the brainstorm of Kenneth Feld in 1981. The skating Disney cartoon characters quickly made 
their successful way around the whole world. Today, Kenneth Feld has 6 performing groups, 
reaching an annual audience of 25 million people. When Disney takes its show onto the ice, it 
gives the audience the best costumes, the best choreography, and the best combination of 
humor, hope and love…making the phrase “dreams always can come true” believable!

Sport Complex Olympisky. Olympisky Prospect, �6. M. Prospekt Mira. 
May �6 – 20. Price 500–�500 r.
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made in china
Last year Chinese museums hosted the treasures of the Kremlin; this year Moscow gets paid back. 
The “Forbidden City. Treasures of the Chinese Emperors” is presented in one of the chambers of 
the Patriarchy Palace. This exhibit is the key to the Year of China program in Russia and a continua-
tion of the long-term project of the Kremlin's “Royal and Imperial Treasure-Houses”. Chinese luxury 
is far different from the Kremlin’s glorious collections, just as Chinese culture and society is different 
from Russian. Instead of being impressed by Faberge eggs or the exuberant jewelry and dresses 
of Russian royalty, you will be touched by the delicacy of the collections of the Chinese Emperors. 
Among the items on display: The Stamp, the greatest symbol of the Emperor’s power, and an ex-
quisite collection of items of everyday life in the Palace (paintings, scrolls, jade articles, bronze ves-
sels, tapestries etc.). All the items are arranged in a way to evoke the atmosphere of the Emperor’s 
palace and allow the visitor a glimpse of the life style of royal China. An exhibit of China’s treasures 
cannot be complete without china. The “white gold” collection is so extensive that it is exhibited 
separately in the halls of the Tretyakov Gallery. The exhibition presents the evolution of the art of 
China from its starting point (thousands of years ago) to present day manufacturers. You will have 
a chance for a glimpse at calligraphy, poetry and tea ceremonies as evoked by Chinese china.

“Forbidden City. The Treasures of the Chinese Emperors” 
The Patriarch's Palace, Kremlin. M. Alexandrovsky Sad
Through June 3. Price �50 r. 
“White Gold: Classic and Modern Chinese China”
The Tretyakov Gallery. Lavrushinsky Per., �0. M. Tretyakovskaya
Through May 28. Price 200 r. 

spanish treat
Vicente Amigo has been called "the natural continuation of Paco De Lucia" for his outstanding 
guitar sound and vocals. In 1993 Guitar Player magazine called him the best Flamenco artist 
performing. In 1998 and 1999 he received the major Spanish music award (the Spanish Grammy) 
for Premios de la musica. In an interview Vicente Amigo expressed his deep understanding of 
the art of flamenco: “I believe that flamenco has always been something that only adults can 
understand. To understand flamenco, you need maturity. You can learn to play the guitar as 
a child; you can understand the technique. Also, of the singing, you can more or less master 
the technique. But, the essence of flamenco is something that requires maturity." Obviously, he 
knows what he is talking about, as Amigo got involved with the music at a very young age. His 
family claims that he fell in love with the guitar from the first sound, which he heard at the age 
of 5. He was so taken by the music, that having no instrument, he would play on a broomstick. 
Fortunately, the broomstick was soon replaced by a real guitar and he began his studies with 
influential flamenco guitarist Merenque de Cordoba. By the age of fifteen, Amigo was attract-
ing attention as a protege of Paco Pena. But Flamenco is not the only source of his inspiration. 
He continuously experiments with a vast range of musical styles and performs with musicians 
David Bowie, Stanley Jordan, Al DiMeola, Keith Richards and Bob Dylan. Moscow has a chance 
to hear his latest Grammy nominated album, “Un momento en el sonido” (A Moment of Sound), 
which has been called a “masterpiece of composing talent and virtuosity of guitar playing”. 

Concert Hall “Mir”, Tsvetnoy bulvar, ��, Bldg. 2. M. Tsvetnoy Bulvar
May 22, �9.30. Price �000-4500 r.
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shopping news

compiled by annet kulyagina

da vinci salon presents a new jewelry collection from adler
Adler’s passion for diamonds reminds one of a distant and sweet summer dream. These pieces of design you could never confuse with any 
other. Their one and unique embodiment in perfect diamonds and rose gold are being sold at the most expensive streets all over the world. 
Franklin Adler’s company was founded in 1886 by his grand-father and is still a family business. ADLER has two workhouses in Geneva and 
Rome where most of the designers are Italian and as the owner says himself: “Italians breathe a fresh style and classical taste into our jewelry”. 
You can find them in Paris, London and New York and now they have come to stay in Moscow. DA VINCI salons have an exclusive right to 
represent Adler’s Jewelry in Russia starting this spring 2007. 

Necklace in pink gold 18 kt set with 40 pink sapphires 36.30 cts and 3282 diamonds 18.19 cts

Where to buy:
DA VINCI salon: TC “Svera”, New Arbat Str., 36 Tel.: (495) 290-7803/04
DA VINCI salon: TC “Smolenskii Passage”, Smolenskaya Square 3/5, Tel.: (495) 937-8089

05 2007 

salon for elite few 
Konstantine Dudoladov is not only a gifted 
designer but also a perfect stylist. He knows 
how to please his guests, he can hardly ever 
call someone a clients. In ancient times we 
would call him by a French word coiffeur and 
all the nobles would come and ask for his at-
tention. Now we call him a Stylist, but nobles 
and celebrities wouldn’t even notice the dif-
ference. He is always busy and wanted, be-
cause he knows what you need and want. 
Hairdressing, make up, manicure, pedicure, 
massage, sun booth, showroom and atelier 
services in a pleasant, friendly atmosphere 
and become one of the few.

Where to find: 4th Samotechny Pereulok, 9 
A small basement with a clear roof 
Tel: (459) 684-4455
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a british approach to your wardrobe
 Whether male or female, young or old, in the workplace or based at home, you have to decide 
what to wear every day. It may be a cliché, but you never get a second chance to make a first 
impression. Thousands of stores and shops of Moscow… Has anybody faced a problem where 
to go and what to chose in this variety? For sure, any person living in this big city, with a constant 
lack of free time, stopps for some minutes to think and find the right direction. Recently a new 
service – shopping assistance – has appeared in Moscow. Now all you need is to find an image-
consultant who will give you a full consultation. 
Your private consultation, usually held at your consultant’s studio or your home, will give you the 
opportunity to explore every aspect of your personal appearance, covering topics which will be 
of the greatest interest or most helpful to you: 
• choosing and using colour – the shades that work for you 
• style, scale and proportion – so your clothes fit you and your lifestyle 
• wardrobe management and…
SHOPPING ASSISTANCE – you get the thing fitting you perfectly, losing no time.
There are many life and career changes which cause us to stop and take stock. Learning how 
to make the most of your appearance can profoundly change the way you feel about yourself. 
You’ll develop life-long skills to enable you to always look your best and you’ll get long-term 
value for money through more effective wardrobe planning and purchases that flatter you and 
fit your lifestyle. 

BATYW. Tel.: 45�-69�7. Mobile: 8 (926) 525-9507. shopalina@mail.ru

khazana opens 
in moscow 
trendy area!
This month marks Khazana’s third anniver-
sary and what better way to celebrate that 
than with a new store. Anju Shahani, Kha-
zana’s founder, and her husband Dinesh 
Shahani, have more in common than be-
ing just married to one another; both 
are in the apparel business. While Anju 
has Khazana, Dinesh is the Founder/CEO 
of Hong Kong-based 100+ store Sprandi 
brand. Khazana’s collection includes haute 
couture, eclectic womenswear, jewelry, 
and accessories. Originally, the Khazana 
collection was Indian-designed and man-
ufactured but her recent collections have 
been extended to global fashion trends 
including those from France and Italy.  The 
new Khazana store is now situated at the 
very fashionable Petrovka 30/7 building 
conveniently located a stone’s throw from 
Bar 30/7, Galleria and the La Maree res-
taurants. As one of the coolest night spot 
zones in downtown Moscow, Khazana’s 
collection fits right in, and is surely worth 
a visit!

Khazana. 30/7 Petrovka. 
Tel.: (495) 98�-2334. www.khazana.ru
Hours: �0.00 -22.00 7 Days a week, 
appointment recommended.
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mariomi 
Mariomi brand is a new and mysterious approach to industrial fashion; combining the idea of being an individual in a crowd with 
the idea of having a universe inside. Marina Shulyatyeva created the Autumn/Winter 2007/08 collection called Insul.In. A remarkable 
feature of Mariomi style is to let the person wearing the clothes feel attractive and express the energy hidden in the deepest corner 
of their urban soul. Insul is a Latin word for island, In is the prefix showing the direction. With putting them together, Marina Shu-
lyatyeva shows us that while we all live in a flood of information and technology, what we need is just to seek deep within and find 
that Island. 
This collection is made of warm, high-tech materials, but it gives a reflection of 1914, just to remind us of a time when modern history 
began and that we have so many chances to start our personal history with a beautiful and exquisite style. 

Man’s jacket made of genuine leather with laser print.
 Girl’s dress made of silk with three layers. 

Where to buy: Showroom Moscow, Varshavskoye Shosse , 39, office 5�6 
Boutiques: Moscow Sky Fashion, TC Akropol, 2d floor, Komsomolsky Prospect, 4
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With a belief and commitment to the power of the music (symbolized by the flute) 
and of its namesake, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the Musical Theater Amadei has 
been performing The Magic Flute, as well as other Mozart works for �0 years. For-
merly performed at the Sheremetyeva Estate Theater at Ostankeno (Sheremetyeva's 
Palace in Moscow on the Garden Ring at Sukarevskaya), the group is now regularly 
performing the Magic Flute and other works in the old and sadly neglected Mu-
seum-Apartment of Alexei N. Tolstoy, which was the former servant's quarters for 
the art-nouveau Gorky House in the heart of Moscow, built for the banker Stepan 
Ryabushinsky in �900.

The Amadei Musical Theater, under the devoted direction of Oleg Mitrofanov, 
believes in continual artistic growth, as there are always creative changes and en-
hancements in the staging and singing of the opera. Backed by a small seven-piece 
ensemble and in spite of the modest setting - the main sitting room of the apart-
ment (which includes an original Hieronymus Bosch) - Amadei gives soul to this op-
era, with a creditable if simple staging and lighting.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, a fellow Freemason, said to Eckermann: "It is 
enough that the crowd would find pleasure in seeing the spectacle; at the same 
time, its high significance will not escape the initiates." 

This is not some grand sumptuous performance in a luxury venue, but the sing-
ers are equal to and sometimes surpass, those in the more well-known and well 
financed settings around the city. Those who know and love The Magic Flute will 
forgive the limits imposed by the setting in a home built in �900, and will enjoy the 
performances of the really lovely, harmonious Three Ladies, the beautiful Pamina in 
pink, the famous arias of the Queen of the Night, and the failures of the feathered 
Papageno "to be a man ."

The Magic Flute is one of Mozart's last works composed in the last year of his life 
along with the Requiem. And while one can always fly to Germany to see a perfor-
mance, it is here in Moscow (in the original German - with some dialogue in Russian) 
for all to see. Those who know and love Mozart's music should not miss this twice-
monthly performance by the Amadei Musical Theater.

Moderately priced seats are best ordered or booked ahead, and more informa-
tion can be had at the website www.Amadei.ru, and tickets can be ordered by phone 
at: (495) 290 09 56, or by email at info@amadei.ru. 

by steve walden

mozart's masonic magic 
performed monthly in moscow

little known to visitors of Moscow, as it does not take place in one of the premier theater ven-
ues of Moscow, is a special opportunity to experience a performance of Mozart's Masonic The 
Magic Flute

location
Alexei N. Tolstoy's Museum-Apartment
4, Spiridonovka Street, Moscow
Metro stations: Pushkinskaya, Arbatskaya
Ticket office: Tuesday - Sunday 12-18
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There is something for everyone at Evropeiski. From bowling to an imitation rock 
wall for climbing enthusiasts to a nine-screen cinema, an internet café, a fitness 
club, Perekrestok supermarket, video arcade and even a large indoor ice-skating fa-
cility. One of the most eye-popping establishments is the two-level wellness center 
called Rixos Royal Spa (from Turkey) which features saunas, whirlpools, massages 
and even a sandy beach so that the members wealthy enough to afford the $5,000 
annual membership can enjoy the view of Bolshoi Dorogolmilovskaya Street four 
flights below.

The mall also features 2 levels of roof top parking. There are 2 metro entrances 
located inside the mall and it is situated less than 30 meters from the train station. 
While the Mega projects across Russia are almost all larger than Evropeiski, none 
have more stores than Evropeiski, since the format of the stores is much smaller in 
Evropeiski. In fact there are no mega-stores/supermarkets at all in this in-town shop-
ping paradise. And what a relief! Today’s shopping experience should be all about 
convenience!

Finlayson, the Finnish linen and home textiles company, founded by James Fin-
layson, a Scottish merchant, in �820 under the patronage of Tsar Alexander I, has 
chosen Evropeiski as the site of their flagship Russian store. Marks & Spencer and 
Tommy Hilfiger are cheek to jowl with Yudashkin Jeans. Wild Orchid and Hallmark 
vie for gift buyers with LeFutur. 

TGI Friday’s, Il Patio and Goodman’s Steakhouse are all here, while Pekinskaya 
Utka has opened its third restaurant on the third floor and at the back of the food 
court is the snobbish Russian flagship of the Belgian Le Pain Quotidien international 
bread and organic food franchise. Gohar Gragossian, the general director of the Rus-
sian franchisor of Le Pain Quotidien, can be found lighting candles on the tables 
before dashing off to a business meeting.

One of the largest tenants by square meters is the Perekrestok supermarket and 
it is not that much larger than the average Perekrestok. This author has completed 
over a dozen running marathons, but becomes completely exhausted even thinking 
about a trip to a Mega Mall both in terms of the Mega journey, the Mega traffic and 
the Mega walking needed to find the simplest items. Who really wants to walk five 
kilometers to find a replacement light bulb? Best of all, and as compared with the 
Megas of Moscow, the Evropeiski Mall is in-town and does not require planning your 
day around a shopping trip: This mall is accessible to 4 metro lines, a train station, a 
commuter rail station, dozens of trolley buses, dozens of shuttle buses, and  is about 
300 meters from the Garden Ring and other main street arteries. 

According to Passport, this mall is here to stay and is giving its rivals a run for their 

by daniel klein

new moscow mall is world class
although Evropeiski Mall, a true shopper’s paradise, opened its doors to the public in Novem-
ber of last year to catch the seasonal spending spree, it was not officially opened until March 1. 
It is now nearly complete and practically all tenants have moved in. The eight storey structure 
is impressive! Not only has it set a new standard for Europe (it really deserves its name), but it 
is hard to imagine something better anywhere else, except perhaps Dubai.

the statistics
180,000 sq meters 
(2 million square feet). 
Over 300 stores. 
32 Cafes & Restaurants
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cbc park huaming in moscow
Savant will oversee the planning, design and construction of CBC Park Huaming, the largest Chinese investment project 
in Russia to date.  The center, comprising office, conference, retail, hotel, apartment hotel and entertainment facilities 
surrounded by a traditional Chinese landscape park, will promote trade, economic and social cooperation between Russia 
and China. Due to its scale and striking design, it is expected to become a landmark building in Moscow. The development 
will cover a total of 8.2 hectares and the buildings will comprise 200,000 sqm. The construction will be carried out in two 
phases; the first to be completed by mid-2009 and the second phase by 20�0. The project was originally conceived after 
conversations between Russian President Vladimir Putin and the former Chinese Prime Minister Zhu Rongji in Moscow 
in 200�. The Chinese State Council subsequently set up a bespoke company, China Huaming International Investment 
Corporation, to drive and develop the project. The center is expected to house not only Chinese but also Russian and 
international companies.

“We are delighted that Savant was selected to work on this development following a �2-month competitive tender 
process. This is a very exciting project for us, not only because it is the first major Chinese investment project in Russia, but 
also because there are few other buildings of similar size in Moscow. Moreover, China Huaming is our first Chinese client 
in Russia,” said David Self, Savant’s Principal responsible for the operations in Russia and the CIS. 

money. Just walk into the once-crowded Atrium Mall situated across town and the 
“penny will drop” immediately. Another proof of the Evropeiski Mall’s success was 
that the landlord decided to rent out the spaces directly, electing not to use a realtor 
middleman, and they were able to achieve �00% occupancy rather effortlessly. 

Moscow is filling up with malls. Last year, according to Gazeta newspaper, there 
were �6 new malls in Moscow and 34 are expected to open in 2007 – that is almost 
a new mall every week! Despite all of this activity, it doesn’t seem likely that Evro-
peiski will be dethroned as Moscow’s ‘King of Malls’ for years to come. In terms of 
in-town projects, almost all are underground. There are plans to build underground 
shopping centers near Pushkinskaya, Paveletskaya, Beloruskaya and Smolenskaya. 
However, as these projects are underground, who knows how long it will take to 
complete them since digging under an ancient city is risky at best. The experience 
of the Ritz-Carlton built aboveground at the Intourist Hotel site on Tverskaya should 
be lesson enough. The ultra-luxurious hotel’s opening has been delayed time and 
again, and is now at least a year behind schedule. There are geological and archeo-
logical issues to deal with, unmapped networks of gas pipes, electrical lines, water 
and hot water mains; not to mention the metro; or for that matter, the so called "2nd 
metro" line which was supposedly built at the height of the Cold War to ferry around 
government officials in case of the breakout of serious hostilities.

There is also allegedly a whole network of underground roads which was built for 
the same purpose. It is ironic how construction projects that were to deal with a pos-
sible NATO invasion are interfering with a different Western-style invasion some 50 
years later. Even if these glamorous plans to build all these subterranean shopping 
paradises come to fruition, they can be inefficient in design, and the potential size 
of these malls can be rather limited; usually about one third or one quarter of the 
Evropeiski in terms of rentable square meters. 

The only potential competitor for the Evropeiski will be the mall planned for Mos-
cow City. However, its location is not at the center of the city, although situated ad-
jacent to Moscow’s recently completed packed-to-the-gills Third Ring Road. There is 
also only one metro that goes to the Moscow City development district and car traffic 
in that area is already on par with the worst in Moscow. Only two petite-sized build-
ings are open – what will traffic be like when the other dozen or so behemoth struc-
tures are ready for tenants? Who was in charge of urban planning on that one? 
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They are still struggling to catch up. However, with the help of their flexible friends, the plastic 
credit cards, and the instant credit desks in most retail chains from Paterson supermarkets to 
Shatura furniture stores, they cope, albeit under an increasing mountain of debt that is begin-
ning to worry some economists, government officials and bank regulators.

Lifestyle studies confirm that personal desires never change – and Russian behaviour pat-
terns have quickly mirrored those of the world’s advanced economies. First of all, people want 
to live in a decent environment, which means owning their own residence in, or close to, the 
major cities with one million or more population. Secondly, people want to buy the car they 
want, most of them with a Western, Japanese or Korean badge, which, with the current import 
tax regulations, is not a cheap indulgence. They strike for the personal freedom of mobility; so 
thirdly, they have the urge to travel. The new Russian generation wants to see the world. And 
then all the other big and small wishes of which electronic goods are good examples, which 
can make life easier or more exciting. 

According to the Russian Central Bank, retail lending to private citizens hit $�5 billion by 
mid-2004, a 50% increase in six months, and up from just $� billion since the start of 2000. 
Despite this phenomenal growth, Russia's consumer-credit market – installment loans, credit 
cards, car loans, and mortgages – is still in its infancy. Total consumer debt makes up just 3% 
of Russia's gross domestic product, compared with 75% of GDP in the U.S., and around 20% 
to 30% in Eastern European markets such as Poland. Just � in �00 people has a credit card, 
compared with 2.5 cards per person in the U.S. So far, Russians are snapping up cards and loans 
despite interest charges as high as 40% for installment loans and credit card rates of 25-30%.

But what about foreigners living and working here. Can we also access this consumer credit 
market? While most of us can afford exotic holidays and buy a new TV, or even home cinema, 
for cash most of us would have to think about shovelling a suitcase load of cash into a safe 
deposit box to pay for a Moscow apartment.

First of all, you have to get a Russian bank account. For some banks, such as Alpha Bank 
Express, you simply need your passport, a visa valid for six months or more, and your notifica-
tion of arrival document (UVEDOMLENIE) . For some other banks, the only way you are going 
to get a personal account is if your employer has their corporate account there. Most banks are 
happy to open accounts, including in foreign currencies for foreigners, as long as they have a 
work permit, residence permit or simply registration documents.

That does not mean they are ready to extend expats credit however.
Most expats are using credit cards here issued by their home country banks and suffering 

the additional costs of inter-currency and international transactions.
Many Russian banks will readily issue you with a debit card, which means you have to have 

money in your account, otherwise the transaction will be refused. Getting a ‘real’ credit card is 
somewhat more problematic.

credit boom

by frank ebbecke
photo by ruslan surgeev

A nation possessing 38% of the world’s natural resources is filthy rich – full stop. This nice fact of 
Russian life has already produced 88,000 millionaires and a solid 53 billionaires. But what about 
the rest of the roughly 142 million Russians whose appetites for the good life have been whetted 
by everything from building sites covered in giant BMW posters to Brazilian TV soap operas? 
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Take Austria’s Raffeisenbank, for example: after a 20-minute wait listening to anodyne 
piped music you get through to an operator who wants to know your enquiry. He then makes 
an enquiry and his message is short and to the point. Send your enquiry by e-mail to pr@raf-
feisen.ru and you will get a response we were told. We did, and sure enough a senior manager 
phoned us back and told us that his bank applied exactly the same conditions on consumer 
loans to foreigners as to Russians, except they required more paperwork from the foreigners. 
All consumer loans, (and mortgages are not considered part of this category), are provided 
through credit cards. What Raffeisenbank needs is sight of your passport, migration card, work 
permit, your visa and a document stating you have registration here and some proof of in-
come such as a taxation form. Credit limits are determined by your income and can range up 
to $�2,000. For cards marketed jointly with other brands, such as the Malina-Raffeisenbank Visa 
card, the limit is lower, in Malina’s case being $7,000.

When it comes to mortgages, however, the Raffeisenbank web site offers information only 
in Russian.

A little ‘mystery shopping’ tour in the center of the capital to several well-known banks 
proved that, painfully, getting a mortgage for a foreigner has some obstacles. 

Firstly, you don’t easily find a bank clerk who is able to communicate in any foreign lan-
guage. Leaflets, brochures, even websites, are also almost exclusively in Russian when it comes 
to credit. 

“They just don’t know how to do it yet”, claims Michael Ruckman, President of the well es-
tablished brand consultant firm Senteo in Moscow. There is a painful history of the banking 
business here. There were around 3,000 different banks in the early nineties – and then came 
the �998 financial crisis and default. Today there are �,�83 remaining, 922 of them with a retail 
banking license, and that is widely accepted as being too many. Every one of these banks is 
happy to accept your money, even from expats, and the bigger deposit, the better. But when it 
comes to giving credits, especially to foreigners, they keep a pretty low profile. 

Foreigners, more used to credit institutions, would likely be less enthusiastic about accept-
ing some of the standard terms and conditions of the instalment loans promoted by high pro-
file lenders. 

There is still no adequate databases about individual creditworthiness, and not many inde-
pendent, really professional debt collection agencies. According to the Russian Central Bank, 
the two biggest lenders in the domestic Russian market – Russian Standard, Rosbank and 
Home Credit and Finance Bank – have the highest levels of bad debt. Their outstanding debts 
increased from 6.3 billion to 2�.9 billion roubles in 2006. Between them, the two institutions 
hold 80% of Russians personal bad debt.

A recent UBS report found that bad debt now accounts for 4.� percent of Russky Standart's 
total loan portfolio, up from less than 3.5 percent in 2005.

That is not as bleak as it sounds. Russians have one of the best records of loan repayment. 
For two years running, only about � percent of all Russian loans have been delinquent, three 
times less than the average for emerging economies, according to a Merrill Lynch report re-
leased this month.

Russky Standart's strength is its consumer loan portfolio which is the biggest in Russia, 
worth $7.6 billion, with a total of �7.5 million clients, or more than �2 percent of the population. 
The bank also has the biggest network of on-site loan agents, mostly set up at stores where 
cell phones and household appliances are sold, and experts said the rate of expansion in this 
market, which has seen demand grow sevenfold in the last three years, tended to favor the 
ruthless pursuit of profit over honesty.

But a recent, positive tendency towards a more international, open-minded way to do busi-
ness and the proven stability of the Russian banking system seem promising: In view of the 
favourable economic situation of the Russian banks in general the government decided to 
venture stock market flotation for the two biggest banks: 

‘Vneshtorgbank’ (VTB), the number 2, is planning to raise 4.5 billion Euro this month 
through the Moscow and London stock exchanges and ‘Sberbank’, the Number � retailbank in 
Russia, raised 6.62 billion Euro with its IPO earlier this year. Thanks to the growing demand for 
loans and other financial services the still underdeveloped Russian bank business is booming - 
and now gets better and better ratings from respected international analysts like Merrill Lynch 
investment bankers and the McKinsey management consultants.

Just hang on, and things will get better for expats as well as Russians seeking to access easy 
credits in this country. 
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James started working for a mortgage investor based in Richmond, Virginia as a gopher 
when he was just �8 years old. He ended up working for 6 years there and as the classic 
gopher-to-president story goes, he quickly turned his menial job into a career. James was 
one of the youngest graduates of the School of Mortgage Banking and was offered the 
chance to go to Russia by a government funded think tank, The Urban Institute, that was 
promoting housing reform in Russia. According to James:

“I remember when I walked out of the interview [to go to work in Russia] that I would 
never come to Russia…at that time, it seemed like a world away.  But then I thought, you 
never know where your life may lead you.  You have to take risks if you want to accom-
plish anything in life.  Life doesn’t happen unless you take chances.  I don’t know where I 
would have landed had I not taken a chance when I made the decision to come to Russia.  
But I can say with confidence that you don’t often get offered a second chance if you 
don’t offer yourself to the possibility.”

When James came to Russia, he was given the task to start the system from 
scratch.  With a team of two Russians, he set out to begin teaching Russian bankers and 
anyone who would listen, about mortgages.  The reaction at first was one of disbelief 
and skepticism.   But with all of the problems in Russia at that time, everyone he spoke 
to believed that this idea might work.  By �996, when James joined Delta Capital, it was 
a chance to finally put some investment behind this idea.  At first, they were given some 

russia’s father of the mortgage
if we speak about the credit boom and its history, no story would be complete without a refer-
ence to the mortgage business, which was really the first type of consumer credit available to 
Russian consumers. If we speak about the mortgage business, the founder of this business in 
Russia, is none other than American businessman James Cook.

by daniel klein
photos by serge golovach
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seed money to get started and the three sat together in the corner of the building. They 
started making the first mortgage loans in �997 through a network of Russian banks. By 
�998, they were up and running and then the crisis hit.  No surprise, from James’ charac-
ter, that he saw that as an opportunity rather than a problem. That crisis allowed them to 
expand quickly and banks began to realize the potential of mortgage lending. By �999, 
they already had a team of 40 people and had built a mortgage loan book of over $20 
million.  By 2000, they purchased JP Morgan’s banking license to start Russia’s first mort-
gage bank, DeltaCredit Bank.   

As the market progressed, other banks began to copy the DeltaCredit model.  One 
foreign bank in particular, even copied their manuals without even changing the spelling 
mistakes!  By 2003, DeltaCredit was selected as one of the top �00 companies in Russia 
and was the highest ranked new company by Standard and Poors (second only to Alfa 
Bank).  Delta Capital was a US government sponsored fund that was established to invest 
in various strategic business sectors in Russia to help kick start the economy. DeltaCredit 
was one of these start-up investments (other investments also included private equity 
investments, ie investments into young or mature companies). With �4 write-offs, the 
performance of the fund was on average around �%. Even though DeltaCredit up un-
til 2002 was not taken seriously as an investment, it turned out to be one of the fund’s 
“home runs”. The fund realized its highest returns from financial services. 

Patricia Cloherty, CEO of Delta Private Equity Partners, commented “the man behind 
all of this [Delta] is James Cook.  Since arriving in �994, he has become a prime mover in 
introducing residential mortgages to the Russian market.” 

In early 2004, after 8 years at Delta, he was recruited by GE Consumer Finance to lead 
their entry into the Russian market.  What GE liked was that not only had he started and 
successfully ran DeltaCredit over the years, but also built a name for Delta in the market 
through fi nancial services.  DeltaBank, which was another acquisition of Delta, was strug-
gling over the years due to consecutive losses.  As a last ditch effort by the board, James 
was asked to step in and turn around the investment.  James spent his first day in the bank 
going through the facilities and came across a large machine in the basement. When he 
asked what the machine was for, he was told that it was a credit card embossing machine. 
That gave him the idea that to scale the business, it would need a radical change in strategy 
to focus on consumer finance. At that time, banks were primarily offering only debit cards 
(although they called them credit cards). James worked with VISA to introduce VISA Instant, 
which could be issued by the bank within 20 minutes at the point of sale.

The next challenge was how to distribute this product in Russia. James then contact-
ed IKEA to see if they would be interested in distribution. As it turned out they were, 
except that there was already an outstanding tender and the deadline was hours away. 
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James, a near perfectionist, thought that if did not at least try to win the tender, it could 
be the most regrettable moment in his career. He stayed up late and sent his proposal 
to the tender by fax, courier and email just to ensure arrival. The next day, he was asked 
to meet the IKEA team to discuss his proposal. James understood that if he could meet 
them, that they had a good chance to show them that they were different than most 
bankers. According to James:  “It often happens that most bankers will tell you a dozen 
reasons why they can’t do something rather than really listening.  What we did was listen 
and then think of a solution on how to make it happen.  In the end, we won the contract 
and within �20 days he mobilized the entire bank to focus on the roll-out. DeltaBank was 
in business. 

Within 6 months, DeltaBank was the No.  � issuer of VISA credit cards in Russia and 
within �8 months DeltaBank was sold to GE Consumer Finance for $�00 million, making it 
one of the top 3 banking transactions worldwide in 2004.  

While James was Chairman and CEO of GE Consumer Finance in Russia, he decided 
to take a mortgage to buy another apartment.  He recalls leaving the office one day and 
trying to decide where to get a mortgage. Although James wrote and established the un-
derwriting guidelines and the framework for the industry, even he was was puzzled as to 
where to go to get a mortgage.  All the offers that were in the market were confusing, and 
he eventually ended up going to a foreign bank to apply. After applying, James waited 3 
weeks with no response.  Finally, the bank informed James that he was rejected since he 
already had a loan with them and couldn’t have two at a single bank even though he had 
a perfect credit history and enough salary to justify �0 loans. James was persistent and 
finally prevailed after much cajoling. But, he figured, if the "Father of the Russian Mort-
gage" and CEO of GE Consumer Finance got rejected, what was happening to the average 
creditworthy customer. This was a bad sign. James felt proud of his accomplishment as 
pioneer of a key consumer industry, but was shocked to learn how it failed to properly 
evolve since its creation. He felt that the industry hadn’t changed much since he set the 
standards years before; that it was somehow stuck in time. 

Not one to let grass grow under his feet, James couldn’t sleep at night after this expe-
rience. James felt that “something had to be done” to his creation; it needed fixing!! So 
James set out to find a better way to borrow and began to think what if…what if one could 
go to a retail shop where one would be guaranteed the best deal in the market among 
several players?  What if one could get a loan with affordable monthly payments and lower 
down payments and longer terms up to 30 years?  That’s when James came up with the 
idea of Kreditmart and began writing the business plan.  At about the same time, James ran 
into John McRoberts at a café, and John began to talk about an idea he had to do an IPO 
on AIM (London' Alternative Investment Market) to raise money to invest in Russia. John 
McRoberts was also a Russian success-story as he had recently spearheaded the IPO of the 
IMS Group also on the AIM. James told John McRoberts about the Kreditmart idea; they 
agreed that that would be one of the first deals in the pipeline.  Over the next four months, 
the duo met with investors, and the UK market liked the idea.  Even though the company 
didn’t exist yet, the investors believed in the team and their track record.  In March 2006, 
they spent �2 days doing a road show to raise money for Aurora Russia Limited.  Pioneer 
seems to be a common way to describe almost everything James lays his hands on, and 
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this IPO, to no surprise, was no different. They were pioneers in this idea of doing an IPO 
for a private equity firm focused on Russia. To that end, the first fund raised GBP 75 million 
(approximately $�50 million) to invest in Russia in March of last year.  It was a new milestone 
for James as the fund was even larger than Delta Capital where he started.

Once the money was raised, they set out to begin investing and made three invest-
ments within eight months. One of those investments was Kreditmart, which opened its 
doors to the public on March �9, 2007.  The team consists of 40 people from DeltaCredit, 
GE Money Bank, Citibank, and other leading banks in Russia.  Aurora Russia believes that 
Kreditmart will revolutionize the way banking is done in Russia and they plan to roll out 
�0 loan shops this year and 5 each year after.  The idea behind Kreditmart is to be a risk 
taker, to be bold, and to distinguish themselves with a solid commitment to customer 
service.  A lot of people talk about customer service, but so few are able to pull it off.  

 At Kreditmart, there is a �0 minute rule.  If a customer comes to the branch before 
opening, they will always open up �0 minutes early or stay later for its customers.  They 
want to WOW their customers.  There’s even a “bring your dog to the bank day”, where 
you can bring your dog to the branch and they will him a dog biscuit.  There are even 
Saturdays when one can bring your mother-in-law to the bank for a gift (not necessarily a 
dog biscuit!).  If humor is part of the corporate culture, then that will be reflected in how 
to treat customers.  Kreditmart top managers even spend time manning the call center, 
helping customers, and underwriting loans, so that they don’t lose contact with the front 
line, the customers.  It’s unique in Russia, but according to James’ prediction, he will once 
again change the way banks and consumer finance companies treat their customers and 
also improve the lives of consumers. 

According to James: “We’ve pioneered a lot of 'new' concepts in Russia and to chal-
lenge the status quo is really what makes living in Russia interesting.  There are very few 
places left where you can see the results of your work and where you can change an 
industry.  It makes life worth it.  "James reflected, “Success often comes to those who 
don’t know that failure is inevitable ." James concludes: “That was good advice because 
at some point you will fail… But those who stay focused on making it happen despite 
overwhelming obstacles often end up as the ones who succeed.” 

expats can get mortgages here
The Russian state-owned Agency for Mortgage Housing Lending, (AIZhK), a government attempt to establish a Fannie Mae type 
institution has actually financed a number of mortgages for expats through Uniastrum Bank in Moscow, since the bank opened 
an expatriate department in June last year. Uniastrum can arrange the mortgage for an apartment or a country house with a plot 
of land in any of the 24 regions in which it operates. A bank executive says Uniastrum can provide clients “with the maximum 
length mortgage – 27 years.” She also said the borrower can pay off the loan after just six months without penalty. The rouble 
denominated loan commands a �4% fixed interest rate, which Yinkova says is “low” in Russia. Uniastrum provides, free of charge, 
an independent valuer to guarantee “that you are not being overcharged.” Uniastrum will give you an answer promptly, often 
within one day, but the processing through AIZhK can take another month. 

According to the Hellevig, Klein & Usov law firm here are some anecdotal cases of some of its clients (as client information 
is considered confidential the identity of the parties has not been revealed). The first client purchased two apartments several 
months apart from one another. The first apartment he paid for in cash and then got a loan for ��% from Raiffeisen bank. He then 
purchased the second apartment under the same conditions. Both apartment are investment properties in central Moscow and 
are rented out on a short term basis.

This client earns some of his income in Russia and some of it abroad. He arrived in Russia in 2004 and has no other assets in 
Russia. He has no residency permit; but has a work permit. He is married to a non-Russian wife

The bank did not request any information about his assets or incomes from other countries.
In the second case, the client purchased an apartment in Russia and got a �2% loan from Gorodisky Hipotekny bank. He does 

not have a work permit, only a business visa; no residency permit. He has a Russian wife but does not have an income in Russia. 
He has shares in a business that has Russian accounts and Russian income. This is satisfactory for the bank.

In accordance with Hellevig, Klein & Usov’s experience with its clients, well over half of its expat mortgage applicant clients 
have succeeded in obtaining mortgage financing. 
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The reason behind this is that if a bank gives a foreigner an unsecured consumer loan, 
there is a greater risk that the client may leave the country without ever paying back the 
loan. With a mortgage loan or secured loan, most banks are comfortable that they have 
some collateral to secure the loan in a worst case scenario. 

Keep in mind that it may be cheaper in the long run to purchase an apartment rather 
than pay rent. Depending on the size of the apartment, your monthly payment may be 
very close to what you’re paying in rent. Furthermore, you can deduct all of your interest 
and up to $20,600 in principal paid from your income for tax purposes. For American citi-
zens, you can also deduct the interest paid on your mortgage in Russia. With the growth 
in property prices, it’s still one of the best investments you can make. And if you hold the 
property for more than three years, you are exempt from capital gains taxes on the sale 
in Russia. 

When you select your bank, make sure that you ask about fees and other charges the 
bank may assess you. You would be surprised that some banks make almost as much 
annual income off of fees and commissions as they do on the interest they charge you. 
Some banks even charge you account maintenance fees which can significantly add to 
the overall cost of the loan. Also, many banks charge a prepayment penalty if you decide 
to repay your loan early. If you shop around, you’ll find that some banks will waive this 
penalty after the first six months of the loan period.

For consumer credits, some banks will encourage you to take out additional insur-
ance. While this may provide some protection, make sure you read the fine print to make 
sure that you’re completely covered. Most policies do not cover replacement of your per-
sonal contents in case of a claim...getting this extra coverage and understanding you, 
policy will save you a lot of disappointment should you ever have to file a claim. 

Finally, finding the best interest rate can be a challenge. Some banks still require that 
the loan file go to their credit committee for final approval. If this is required, keep in mind 
that some banks will change the interest rate (usually to a higher amount) at the last mo-
ment. Try to get some type of commitment from the lender up-front. That way, you’ll at 
least have something in writing and will have a stronger argument with the lender.

When getting a loan in Russia, read all the fine print and don’t give up. Banks will often 
take longer to make a final decision, but persistence pays off in the long run. 

tips on getting the right loan

by james cook 
photo by serge golovach

James Cook is Director of 
Aurora Investment Advisors.

when it comes time to get a mortgage or consumer loan, it pays to shop around. There are 
several pitalls to keep in mind when shopping for a loan...hidden fees, prepayment penalties, 
annual insurance premiums, and finally interest rates. Most foreigners would be surprised to 
find out that some banks won’t lend to you because you’re a foreigner. It is less of a problem 
with mortgages than with consumer loans
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than 80 000 people speaking English
passpOrt is not a newspaper, but a 
glamour magazine in English
passpOrt is too informational not to keep 
it within reach all of the 30 days
passpOrt is too caring about its readers 
and generous to make you feel you cannot 
af ford it!
There are 24 blocks of Classif ied Display 
advertising on a page. Each block measures 
43mm wide by 39 mm high.
Advertising starts at less than 10,000 Rubles 
a block.
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High energy, plenty of determination of course, the vision to think beyond the or-
dinary, and that little dash of madness that all true gourmands exude when talking 
about their product. Natalia Bragina isn't your ordinary entrepreneur, there is a little 
something in the blood; and if you sit and have a coffee with her you can get her to 
confess.   It’s something about being in the gourmet food business that is difficult 
to get rid of, once it’s in; and her latest venture, into the fresh pasta production and 
delivery world is testament to the weird, and wonderful forms it can take. 

As one of many Russians completing a business MBA in the United States in 2002, 
it would have been relatively simple for her to stay there and slip into comfortable 
corporate obscurity; but she not only returned to Moscow (where it would have 
been just as easy to slip into corporate obscurity), but set sail in driving Russia's 
first top end wine maker – Chateau Vostok – from nowhere to a thriving business. 

natalia bragina – the pasta lady

by james blake
photos by alexey zhukov

the pasta is starting to get a bit of a glossy reputation amongst some of Moscow’s expat chef 
community, and one restaurant managed to shock Natalia, in the pleasantest possible way, by 
making the discovery that once on the menu, they were going through it at a rate three times 
that forecast when they first ordered. It’s the sort of news that goes down well with investors, 
and Natalia isn’t ashamed to confess she gets a kick out of it.
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Whilst many of her MBA toting counterparts were gracing the hallowed hallways 
and offices of the corporate world talking mergers and acquisitions, she was arguing 
with grape growers and winemakers about sugar levels and machine maintenance. 
Eventually this became tiring and once the company was up and running steadily, 
she moved on. But she quickly discovered that the corporate mainstream she had 
moved into (a large international oil company) could be boring in its own right, that 
the hallowed corporate halls weren’t for her, and that something was whispering 
food.   Gourmet food.  But not just any gourmet food, one that involved overturning 
a little bit of Russian food culture. 

"When I came back from the States, I noticed there wasn't any fresh pasta here at 
all; and at some point my friends and I realised that if we introduced it, then people 
would like it and buy it."

From having an idea to putting it into practice isn’t usually all plain sailing, and it 
hasn’t been the case here either.  Putting together a business plan and getting two 
partners into the project to bring fresh pasta; into greater prominence on the local 
market was straightforward enough.  But from there it was on to details, business 
and food.  First there was choosing the pasta making machines, and the start of a 
substantial learning process about the making of fresh pasta, then came facilities 
and employees.

But once all this was ready to go, there was the slight matter of getting the prod-
uct approved for sale by the health authorities. This wasn’t a simple matter when 
you consider that they had absolutely no standard against which to gauge fresh 
pasta, as opposed to its dried counterpart. 

"They had to essentially develop the standard for it, because there wasn’t another 

Natalia Bragina at work
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product like it being prepared for the market and it took forever. If I had been mak-
ing dried pasta, or something which had been eaten here forever, then it wouldn’t 
have been a problem. But because they had to completely work out what the stan-
dard was, then it became one."

Bravizzi pasta is already being sold in some restaurants around town, and its 
starting to appear in supermarket shelves also. But the really interesting phenom-
ena, especially for those starting to drool at the thought, is that you can log onto the 
internet site at www.bravizzi.ru order from the fettuccine, tagliolini, and pappardelle 
on the menu there, and have the company deliver it to you.

The pasta is starting to get a bit of a glossy reputation amongst some of Mos-
cow’s expat chef community, and one restaurant managed to shock Natalia, in the 
pleasantest possible way,  by making the discovery that once on the menu, they 
were going through it at a rate three times that forecast when they first ordered. It’s 
the sort of news that goes down well with investors, and Natalia isn’t ashamed to 
confess she gets a kick out of it.

"That made my day! That’s what any food producer wants to hear, and when they 
called up and told me they were going through three times as much, it was just a 
great feeling. And its kind of nice seeing it on supermarket shelves too."

Getting it onto supermarket shelves isn’t as easy as it may sound. It involves chat-
ting to that most crusty and conservative sub species, the supermarket chain buyer, 
and these like their products well known, inclined to walk out the door by them-
selves, and possessed of a suitable margin. Being a quality end gourmet product will 
help the margins, to know about the product is to buy it – if you can take the word 
of chefs and restaurant customers; but its weak link is that here in Moscow most of 
the public have absolutely no awareness of fresh pasta whatsoever. When they think 
pasta, they think the dried variety, which has indeed walked off the shelves for more 
than a generation. When they think of types they think of flat, tubular and a range 
of shapes and sizes; but they also think in terms that supermarket chain buyers like – 
dried and relatively easy to handle, virtually no use-by date, and straightforward to 
prepare. Selling the supermarket buyers, at least in the first instance or two, wasn’t 
that easy. But progress has been made, and Bravizzi is now on the shelves at various 
locations around town.

"Well, I thought maybe they were trying to get me to lower the price, but I can 
sort of see where they were coming from. Russian consumers can be pretty conser-
vative, and we are just a small company."

But she’s been helped in her quest by growing affluence in the community, along 
with increased travel to Europe and the US, which means increased awareness of the 
magnificent array of flavours and textures which can be achieved with fresh made 
pasta. And ever so gradually she’s also seeing, with the rising prosperity around, an 
increased interest in trying something a little new.

To help spread the awareness, there have been sales in Ekaterinburg, Voronezh 
and Saratov, and a marketing campaign is in the pipeline to get further exposure for 
Bravizzi. If that isn’t enough she’s already talking new pasta varieties, filled pasta, 
and maybe – bureaucrats, retail purchasers and interest of the general public pend-
ing – sauces. But this is all off in the future somewhere. For the time being, it is one 
step at a time, making sure the product is top quality, is getting to where its wanted, 
and working on making it wanted more.

When asked about being a female entrepreneur in a world full of male counter-
parts she says she finds it an advantage. She thinks as a woman; she is more prepared 
to go and deal with the bureaucrats and buyers in person, more understanding of 
the points they make, and that the generally male people she needs to deal with are 
possibly more helpful when dealing with a woman. In fact, most officials and buyers 
are women, and more often than not they are surprisingly supportive, she finds.

She adds that she feels privileged and that she’s accessing opportunities that 
might not have come her way. When she mixes with her friends she has the advan-
tage of being something different, in that she’s helping to change tastes, and letting 
customers know that a small Russian producer can do something new, and make a 
good quality product while they are at it. And anyone who likes their pasta fresh, has 
got to be thankful for that. 

pasta Bravizzi
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joerg beginen 
has been appointed General Manager of the first Hilton Hotel in Moscow, the Moscow 
Hilton Leningradskaya hotel the remodeled Leningrad Hotel in the Stalin Skyscraper be-
side the three stations. Beginen was previously General Manager of the Marriott Tverskaya 
Hotel, where he moved from being Food & Beverage director of the Marriott Grand Hotel. 
He remains within the Interstate Hotels & Resorts company as the Hilton is managed by 
them under franchise as are the Marriott Avrora, Marriott Grand and Marriott Tverskaya. 
The Hilton is scheduled to open in the Autumn.
Nicolas KIPPER has been promoted to General Manager of the Marriott Tverskaya Hotel, 
replacing Beginen. He was previously Director of Operations at the Marriott Grand hotel. 

andy sherlock 
has been appointed Managing Director of TCAD’s Commercial Fit Out Division. Sherlock 
first came to Russia in September �995 and the first project he worked on was for Ko-
dak at Mosfilmskaya as a supplier of the furniture. After spells with Capital Contracts, 
Fela Planungs and OfficeSCape his last position was as head of business development for 
Mercury Engineering where he was involved in fit out projects with a combined value of 
$35m in the Last year. 

bernard sucher
has joined international stock broking firm, Merrill Lynch, as a managing director and 
head of global markets for Russia. He was previously chairman of Alfa Capital which he 
joined from Troika Dialogue, where he had been one of the founders. Sucher has interna-
tional banking and investment experience and his firs forays in Russia were as an entre-
preneur helping found businesses to facilitate his lifestyle.

edward kaufman 
has joined Alfa Bank as head of investment banking. 42-year old Kauffman was born in 
Philadelphia, graduated from Duke University with a bachelor’s degree in political sci-
ence and Russian language and earned a master’s degree from the Joseph Lauder Insti-
tute and an MBA from the Wharton School. Kaufman was previously managing director 
and head of investment banking at UBS. He has held executive positions in the London 
and Moscow offices of Salomon Smith Barney (part of Citigroup).

maxim gasiev 
has been promoted to the position of Regional Director, Retail Property at Colliers Inter-
national. In addition to Moscow retail projects, Gasiev will take responsibility for retail 
property development in the Russian regions and in Ukraine. He was born in �972 in 
Baku. In �995 he graduated from the Russian State Technology University (MATI). Gasiev 
has been working in the commercial real estate industry for over 9 years. 

vasily potapov 
has been admitted as a partner in the Transaction Advisory Services department of the 
Moscow office of Ernst & Young. Potapov will lead transaction support projects for pri-
vate equity funds and investment banks investing in industrial and retail companies in 
Russia. He has �2 years of professional experience in Russia. He specializes in the financial 
due diligence of metal and mining, manufacturing, retail and consumer companies. In 
recent years, Vasily has worked with large international and local clients actively invest-
ing in Russia and the CIS. He started his career in the Moscow office of Ernst & Young in 
November �994 as a consultant in Management Consulting Services. 
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The Medincentre is truly a unique place. It is unique in its history, in the way the medical 
network is organized, the level of the proficiency it offers, and the level of its pricing. It 
is both a clinic and hospital, and both are located in close proximity to each other and 
tightly coordinated in their daily operation. A Russian celebrity was leaving the office 
of Professor V. Vigdorchik, the Director of Medincentre, right before his secretary called 
me in for our interview. But it has been a pleasure to wait, surrounded by paintings and 
flowers.

The first thing that strikes you when entering the Medincentre is that it does not look, 
feel or smell like a hospital. This is a unique experience in Russian medical reality. Going 
to a hospital, no one expects a serene or peaceful atmosphere. Medincentre is spotless; 
yet there is no smell of chlorine or other chemicals. Another treat are the flowers and 
paintings. The question that naturally comes to mind: How do they manage this?

“We are ISO (International Standard Organization) certified and that’s very important. 
We have to follow all international standards, which regulate everything: the type of 
beds, the temperature of the air, the intensity of the light and many other standards (his 
glance goes to the shelves in his office where at least ten big notebooks are kept, contain-
ing all the international regulations).”

Maybe that’s what makes the clinic so attractive to foreigners.
“We have more than �8,000 to 20,000 foreign clients per year, coming from all over 

the world, ranging from South Asia to Canada. Diplomats, businessmen, news correspon-
dents, and executives of foreign companies. It is important to note that many of them 
rent offices or apartments from the Main Administration for the Service to the Diplomatic 
Corps (GlavUpDK). The majority of clients are foreigners who live in Moscow. Yet, even 
when they leave Russia, it is often the case that when they need medical help, they come 
back to us. We believe that this is the best evidence that we keep up with international 
standards and quality of medical aid,” Prof. Vigdorchik told me.

Bonar, who underwent a major operation in the hospital, says that “nowhere in the 
world, including his home country of Great Britain, was he expecting to be seen by �4 
specialists at the same time!” 

“Frankly, this level of medical care is not special to our hospital. This is in the best 
tradition of Russian medicine; whenever the case is very serious, different specialists will 
come together in conference to make the best decisions for the patient. This is rare in the 
West,” Professor Vigdorchik modestly explains. 

“In the end, two specialists were in the operating room together with me,” recalls 
Bonar. “One was a vascular diseases specialist and the other was an orthopedic trauma 
surgeon. If it had been possible, one would have saved the leg, but what they found was 
that the disease was so deeply rooted that gangrene had set in and only surgery could 

the medicine of trust

by natalia shuvalova
photos courtesy of medincentre

When the Editor of Passport, John Bonar, was experiencing pains in his leg last November, he 
turned to the diplomatic Medincentre clinic for treatment. After he failed to respond to initial 
pain-killing injections, he was admitted to their in-patient facility where the enforced operation 
was done. “I take my hat off to those medical professionals,” he told me in interview. “They tried 
their hardest with ever increasing antibiotics to kill the infection, but after 18 days they had no 
option but turn to me over to the surgeons.”
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save the rest of the limb.” 
This hospital has never been an ordinary one. Its special history began in �948. 
“After World War II, the world situation changed, along with the relationship between 

the Soviet Union and other countries. In �948 the Soviet Union had many foreigners in 
the country; new embassies were open. Of course, it was not as many as now, but many 
for a closed country. The country had to face the problem of organizing service facilities 
for these resident visitors; and primarily medical services. Obviously, the problem was 
not with the medical staff, as Soviet doctors have always been famous for their profes-
sionalism, intelligence and proficiency, but in the service which these days was not up to 
the Western standards. There was a special government regulation for creating the clinic. 
It began on a small scale, where a foreigner could come for treatment. The national gov-
ernment persuaded the best medical minds, the elite of Russian medicine, to work at the 
clinic. And most of these doctors spoke other languages. With time the clinic was joined 
by a hospital, the famous Botkin Hospital. 

It is well known that Soviet citizens got their medical care at government expense. 
Now in post-Soviet times, it is part of the great problem of contemporary medicine that 
people cannot pay, and hospitals are limited by the state budget. That more typical situ-
ation does not seem to be the case at the Medincentre. “No doubt, one has to pay for 
the services of the Medincentre, but the price is in no way as high as in many private 
hospitals in Moscow or outside of Russia…especially for the kind of service they offer.” 
Bonar adds.

How did you manage to smoothly make the shift from government support to paid 
services?

«Since the early '90s we have not been getting subsidies from the state, nonetheless, 
we are not a private clinic. Today we pay all of our expenses and spend our income spe-
cifically on the Medincenter's development. We are among the few profitable medical 
centers in Moscow, though our country is still going through a difficult stage of medical 
aid system reorganization. From the historical point of view, the transition towards the 
paid medical services in Medincenter started 60 years ago”. 

While at the beginning the clinic was small, with time it grew with the number of For-
eign Service patients and their families in the USSR. Even then, many officials would wait 
for their return to Moscow to be treated again at the MedinCenter clinic. 

“Why? Whenever a person finds a good doctor, he wants to always be treated by this 
doctor. Even now, our doctors are regular guests at diplomatic homes. It is a common 
thing for a doctor to become part of the family.”

In the Soviet era, admission to the hospital was only upon presentation of a special 
diplomatic pass. But after the fall of the Iron Curtain, there was a big change both in the 
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improvement of the medical standards and in the financial situation of the Medincenter. 
In the past three years the clinic and the hospital were certified according to international 
standards. And this is a continuous process which requires daily control. The doctors are 
trained abroad and many are invited to give seminars and lectures all over the world. 
Vigdorchik himself spent time in the United States.

Management in the medical sphere and as a separate profession is very new to Russia. 
The medical colleges and universities have just begun to introduce this type of curricu-
lum and Medincenter is one of the first medical centers to apply medical management 
theory in practice. Part of the reason is compliance with international standards, but also 
the more advanced thinking of the clinic.

“We work also with international insurance companies, and all the paperwork should 
be in order and follow all international protocols. To get a job at Medincenter isn’t easy; 
only if that person is recommended by friends and colleagues. Yet, it does not mean that 
someone is employed ‘on the quiet’...the level of the clients (celebrities of every sphere: 
from culture to business and politics) together with the level of the services offered, puts 
great pressure on the employees ." 

 Another difference from an “ordinary Russian clinic” is that the salary of each special-
ist depends on the amount of the work he does. “We believe it is a great motivation for 
constant professional growth”, - explains Vigorodchik. 

The clinic and the hospital receive about �,500 people per day, and they have 82,000 
current patients in their files.

How do you manage that?
“We do our best, and we use the latest technology. A year ago, we installed new ad-

vanced diagnostic equipment. We are among the very few clinics in the world that uses 
this particular type of equipment. The new technology, including Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI), allows us to advance and develop the principle that the hospital has fol-
lowed since the very beginning: the individual approach along with the highest quality 
medical standard, no matter how simple or complicated the case is.”

Now the clinic and hospital are connected with online diagnostic communication that 
allows every specialist to have the results of the diagnostics and additional research al-
most instantly. 

It is hard to overstate the comfort this level of service gives to the patients. “One of 
the things I appreciated very much, is that one doctor stays with the patient from the first 
diagnostic until after the operation and rehabilitation period,” Bonar said in sharing his 
experience. 

“Psychologically, this wise approach is very important. If the patient does not trust, 
the treatment will never be �00% successful. The relationship with the doctor is of major 
importance. And this relationship starts with the very first step. When the client feels the 
serene atmosphere, when the nurses are not stressed, or rushing from one department 
to another, the patient feels that he is in reliable hands – and that is the best condition for 
a successful outcome!” said Vigdorchik.

As for the nurses, once they begin to work at Medincenter, they go to regular train-
ings, especially in communication and psychology. A skill for manipulating or physically 
handling the patient is a must from the very beginning for the nursing staff. Bonar: “The 
nurse, who worked with me, was so excellent! I never felt any pain, even during those 
endless shots!”

Although the clinic follows the principles of the most medically academic school, it 
does not reject reflexology, massage, acupuncture, and balneology facilities on its prem-
ises. 

The question that may arise in anyone’s mind: Is it affordable?  The wonder about this 
place is that it is! “It is definitely not free-of-charge and not the cheapest medical center, 
but in comparison to the private hospitals in Russia and abroad, it is a much better deal!” 
concludes Bonar, who spent two months in the hospital.

“We are considered an elite medical facility. Elite medical care does not mean unaf-
fordable, but is for those who know the value of health and are ready to pay for it,” con-
cludes Prof. Vigdorchik. 
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Alexander Sorkin is a partner of Arkady in “Veranda u Dachi” and “Peperoni”. GQ is lo-
cated in No. 5, Balchug Street. A large space of �500 square meters, separated into three 
different areas, in a �7th century building, its facade overlooking Balchug Street. GQ Bar 
is cavernous and what a location with its long street-side frontage just a few meters south 
of the entrance to the Baltschug Hotel. It doesn’t matter that it’s about �0 blocks from the 
metro because no one should be going there by metro. The building is a one-story with 
enough headroom to tuck two seating balconies above the small dining area to the left 
and over the large bar to the right of the entrance. The bar area feels woody and warm. 
The bar counter itself appears to be fashioned from a large block of black glass. As you 
walk in you cannot help notice the heavy metal sitting out front: Bentleys, Maserati’s, 
Maybach, and Mercedes with their drivers and guards watching TV.

Two large, clean, and active open kitchens peer from left and right as you walk directly 

gentlemen’s quarterly
not just for gentlemen

by john ortega and charles w. borden 
photos by alexey gorov

right after opening Dymov No.1 chain of popularly positioned beer restaurants, Arkady Novikov 
has swung back to the more familiar field of refined dining with the opening of GQ Bar, in part-
nership with Conde Nast Publishing and Alexander Sorkin

GQ Bar
Ulitsa Baltschug Dom 5 
Phone 956-7775
Metro: Novokuznetskaya
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back from the entrance to the dining room at the rear. This is a large open room fixed with 
the usual Novikov style artifacts and fit-out. The man is a master at creating an environ-
ment but as one of our guests, William Reichert commented, “the Novikov restaurants 
are starting to look like they come out of the same cookie-cutter mold.  I suppose there’s 
no reason to change, since every place he puts his name on seems to print money - GQ 
was packed full for a Tuesday night.”

After some initial confusion with the management about why we had showed up with 
�4 bottles of wine, we produced the April issue of Passport with Novikov on the cover which 
helped settle things. Konstantin Ivlev, Executive Chef GQ Bar showed up at our table, and 
while he is attributed on the GQ website with saying “A chef does not have the right to say “no” 
to a client,” he didn’t give us a chance - he offered to prepare his best for us with “don’t bother 
with the menu.” At that, I knew we were in for another budget and belly busting treat. 

Though we were to have no shortage of wine, a couple of bottles Kistler Chardonnay 
(6,950r) were ordered off the menu. This powerful California Chardonnay is one of our fa-
vorites. The staff produced Ivlev’s menu for the evening. This started with Kamchatka Crab 
(520r per pair of leg sections), and followed with Herring ‘pod shuboi’ (under a fur coat) 
with Crab Meat (590r), Green Salad with Roast Beef and Radish (700r), King Crab Meat, Spicy 
Sauce (�300r), and Crab Spicy Chili (�900r) , and topped off with Beef Fillet (990r).

As William Reichert later commented, “Lovely crab, wonderful crab! If you don’t like crab, 
this was not the meal for you. If on the other hand you’re a crab fan, the meal at GQ Bar was 
crab heaven!” Kamchatka Crab seems to be the rage at the Novikov creations as evidenced by 
our meal at Ne Dalny Vostok (Not Far East), which was the subject of our review in March.

Guest Jonathan Russin described the first dish, “crab legs served cold on a bed of ice 
with garnishes that were hardly necessary, given the simple and superb taste of the crab 

crab heaven
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meat alone.” It was difficult to refrain from grabbing the last pieces – this was the best 
crab I have had since some Dungeness in Seattle decades ago.

“The Herring under a Fur Coat” was a purely Russian dish. Despite some graceful 
touches from the chef, for me it was a reminder that I did not come to Russia for the 
cuisine. William provided some perspective: “the selyodka pod shuboi was somewhat 
disappointing, although it may be because I’ve gotten too used to the traditional Russian 
preparation that calls for a lot more mayonnaise.”

Jonathan further described the other courses, “then a spicy Asian version of the crab 
legs, this time broiled and served hot to the table. The final treat was crab sautéed in a 
delightful tomato based sauce.”

To complete the commentary with the beef dishes, William stepped in “the sliced beef 
in the beef salad absolutely melted in your mouth, although it had just a bit too much salt 
for my taste.  Finally, the generous portion of grilled steak was perfectly prepared, and 
surely rivals any other steak that you can find in Moscow.” He has no argument from me, 
or anyone else from the table on the fillet.

Despite the implication from the name and the website, GQ is definitely not only for 
gentlemen judging by the more than ample evidence at the tables around the room. GQ 
undoubtedly will be a hit for both style and substance. If you are looking for a business 
entertainment venue in Moscow, GQ has streaked to near the top of the list. The piano in 
the cafe is no mere ornament: a singing pianist shows up every evening to deliver a col-
lection of the world’s greatest hits, Italian songs of the ‘80s are his specialties. A DJ treats 
the bar crowd to a mix of house.

The bar is open 24 hours, restaurant and cafe from noon until their drivers take the 
last customer home. 

spacious interior
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arkady novikov 
is one of the most famous and successful restaurateurs in Russia. Some of the best--known 
Moscow restaurants from Vogue Café (also in partnership with Code Nast) and the elite Can-
tinetta Antinori to the lower priced “Kish Mish”, “Malenkaya Yaponiya” and “Yolki-Palki” are all 
part of the Novikov restaurant empire

alexander sorkin
co-owner
is best known as the owner of the gallery “Dacha”. Today his holdings include several clothing 
boutiques, restaurants, an art-gallery, Developing Technologies Bank (BRT), a construction 
company, the night club “Cabaret” and other projects

michael petoukhov
Managing Director GQ Bar
Michael got his start at Aerostar hotel in 1991, later working in the Olympic Penta Hotel, now 
Renaissance, Santa Fe restaurant before meeting Arkady in 1977. Shortly afterwards Arkady in-
vited Michael to become deputy director of the prominent restaurant “Club T”, now re-named 
“China Club” Here Michael boldly toiled for four years, with a short break to direct the opening 
of restaurant “Kumir”. In 2001, he opened Novikov’s “Biscuit” and in 2003 “Vogue Cafe”. Most 
recently, along with being the Managing Director of those and other restaurants in the Arkady 
Novikov Restaurant Group, he also headed the development of the GQ Bar

irina glik’s
design studio “Geometriya” 
is very well known among those, who recently redecorated their fashionable Moscow resi-
dences. She received an offer from Arkady to independently work out the plan for GQ Bar

konstantin ivlev
Executive Chef GQ Bar
Konstantin started at steak house at the Sadko Arkada business center in the early 1990’s. 
Konstantin first became a chef at a restaurant “Reporter” in 1997. Konstantin is working with 
Arkady Novikov for the first time, although they have known each other for a while. He is the 
author of the cookbook “My Philosophy of Cuisine”

ekaterina klochkova
Pastry Chef GQ Bar
Ekaterina graduated from University of California at Davis, near San Francisco. She worked 
in San Francisco, London and Paris before returning home in September 2005. Katya trans-
formed most of the dessert menu at the “Tretyakov Lounge” working on the GQ Bar project

eddy chua
head chef of GQ’s Asian restaurant
Eddy has worked from Vietnam to India. Now, he shares his knowledge of Asian cuisine with 
Russian cooks, pleasing GQ guests with his modern take on classical dishes

sergei piskunov
Deputy Director GQ Bar
Sergei’s first real learning experience was the restaurant Le Colon which was located where 
the even more fashionable Vogue Cafe now stands. While the restaurant was being renovat-
ed, Michael Petoukhov, invited Sergei to join his team as a waiter and later invited the young 
professional to be Deputy Director of GQ Barbe
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The results of the Fourth Annual Wines of Chile Awards set us off on a mission to see just how 
many of this extensive list of �3 Best Of, 3� Gold, 83 Silver and �25 Bronze winners could be 
found on Moscow shelves. During visits to the four main wine boutique chains in Moscow, 
we found only two gold (Viña Montes, Montes Alpha Cabernet Sauvignon 2004 and Viña 
MontGras Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon 2005) and one bronze (Viña Ventisquero, Queulat 
Carménère 2005). Though I have seen a few other wines on the Awards list in Moscow, no-
tably Viña Millaman Zinfandel Barrel Aged 2005, which has been a favorite, and Vina Viu 
Manent Secreto Sauvignon Blanc, we did not locate them for this review. For our own Best of 
Chile wine tasting at GQ Bar, we supplemented the Award winners we could find with some 
luxury classics such as Sena and Almaviva and other suggestions from the boutiques.

For Moscow wine buyers, Chilean wines are some of the best values and most reliable 
in every price range. Many award winning wineries have a number of wines on Moscow 

by charles borden
photos by alexey gorov

looking for prizewinners
with the help of the attentive GQ staff, Knights Of Vine Russia (KOVR) set off on the whites first, 
but anxiously awaited the reds. We started with the Viña Montes Sauvignon Blanc Casablanca-
Curicó Valleys Classic Series 2006. Founded in 1987 in Colchagua Valley, Montes is one of the 
new generation of Chilean wineries. The Montes Chilean wines are imported in Russia by DP 
Trade. The line includes luxury and more affordable wines, all with a good price/quality ratio 
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shelves, including Vina Montes, Viña Cousiño Macul, Viña Errázuriz, Viña Caliterra, Viña 
Botalcura, Viña Millaman, and of course, Viña Concha y Toro, the giant of Chile.

Grapes were first planted in Chile almost 500 years ago when the conquistadores arrived. 
Chile has now become the California of South America in terms of volume, quality and repu-
tation. Beginning in the �980's, the inexpensive wines of Chile emerged on the world mar-
ket. After the fall of dictator Augusto Pinochet, well-known winemakers from abroad came 
to Chile to expand, including Robert Mondavi from California, Miguel Torres from Spain, and 
Baron de Rothschild of France. The vineyards of Chile stretch north and south through val-
leys from Elqui 500 kilometers north of Santiago to Bio-Bio �,000 kilometers to the south. As 
in California, the Pacific Ocean influence is felt through virtually all the regions.

KOVR wine tasting team this month was small, just eight members, and of course all 
gentlemen since the site was the GQ Bar (see restaurant review). We were honored to 
receive Sergio Valdes, Consul of Chile as a guest, who provided us with comments and 
encouragement. We even discussed a Knights of the Vine wine trip with him. 

With the help of the attentive GQ staff, we set off on the whites first, but anxiously await-
ed the reds. We started with the Viña Montes Sauvignon Blanc Casablanca-Curicó Valleys 
Classic Series 2006. Founded in �987 in Colchagua Valley, Montes is one of the new genera-
tion of Chilean wineries. The Montes Chilean wines are imported in Russia by DP Trade. The 
line includes luxury and more affordable wines, all with a good price/quality ratio. 

Though the Montes Sauvignon Blanc scored well, it was bested by the Chardonnays. 
Our best white was the Concha y Toro Casablanca Valley Chardonnay Amelia 2004. Found-
ed in �883, Concha y Toro is the giant of Chilean wineries with vineyards in many regions 
of the country and is considered one of the world's top mass-market wineries. Concha y 
Toro produces wines from luxury to basic and many are available in Moscow.

Sergio Valdes, Consul de Chili 
and John Ortega discuss one of the wines 
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Concha y Toro Casablanca Valley Chardonnay Amelia 2004 (WS 89)
Nice creamy texture, with apple, fig, floral and mineral notes unencumbered by toast. Just 

a touch soft in the end, but still very stylish. A shade less concentrated than previous vintages. 
Drink now. 2,100 cases made. –JM. Source: winespectator.com

When we got to the reds, we decided to start with the expected high scorers, at least 
based upon price and reputation. We sampled a wide range of grapes and blends includ-
ing Malbec, Merlot, and Carmenere.

Vina Seña 2000 (Aconcagua Valley)
Vina Seña was founded by Robert Mondavi and Eduardo Chadwick, President of Vina 

Errazuriz, in �985. It took four years for them to locate just the right vineyards and they 
began a 50/50 venture to produce the Arboleda series of varietals and Seña. At $282 retail, 
Seña was the most expensive wine on our list. In 2004, the Robert Mondavi Winery was 
bought by Constellation Brands and divested of its luxury brands including Seña. As a 
result, the Chadwick family now operates Vina Sena. The winery now applies biodynamic 
viticulture. According to Vina Seña, "the winemaking team crafts Seña through a blend of 
six of the classic red varietals: Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Carmenère, Cabernet Franc, 
Petit Verdot and Malbec. Cabernet Sauvignon provides the structure while the other vari-
eties add a subtle grace and elegance that classify Seña as a complex world-class wine."

Seña 2000 (Decanter rating - 5 stars)
Polish with cedary, cassis, berry aroma; seamless, with light tannin. Lovely spicy flavors. A 

finesse wine to drink now, or keep up to 8 years. Source: decanter.com
Almaviva 2002
Almaviva is probably the most widely available luxury Chilean red wine in Moscow, 

served at virtually all top restaurants. The Almaviva winery is a joint venture between 
Viña Concha y Toro and Baron Philippe de Rothschild. The name is derived from Pierre de 
Beaumarchais' character, the "Count of Almaviva" in the Marriage of Figaro. As expected, 
Almaviva rated well in this tasting.

Almaviva (WS 93)
A powerhouse, especially for the vintage, with black currant, coffee, bittersweet cocoa, loam 

and toast aromas and flavors that run along ripe tannins. Big, lush finish is filled with dark fruit 
and tar. Combines Maipo terroir with a modern style. Drink now through 2013. 10,000 cases 
made. –JM. Source: winespectator.com

Montes Purple Angel 2004 (Colchagua Valley)
Purple Angel is made from Carmenere grapes. Carmenere is almost solely grown in 

Chile where it is called the "Jurassic Park" variety – returned from extinction from its redis-
covery in Chile. Cuttings of Carmenere were imported from Bordeaux in the �9th century 
often mixed with Merlot, which is similar.  The grape was thought to be extinct since the 
phylloxera plague destroyed it in Europe in �867.

 Montes Purple Angel 2003 (WS 90)
Lots of mocha and toast, but a solid beam of plum, blueberry and blackberry fruit too. 

Sweet, suave smoke and tobacco notes on the fleshy finish, where the fruit takes an encore. 
Lovely mouthfeel throughout. 92 percent Carmenère and 8 percent Petit Verdot. Drink now 
through 2006. 1,000 cases made. –JM. Source: Wine Spectator

Vina Viu Manent VIU 1 2004 (Colchagua Valley)
The Viu � scored as close to perfect as we could get. A Malbec wine, Viu � is rightly leg-

endary and the flagship of Viu Manent produced in honor of the founder Don  Miguel Viu 

Eric Boone

Jon Russin
Mark Hanson
George Voloshin
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ortega easy rating system

I love this wine! 5 pts.
I really like this wine! 4 pts.
This wine is good! 3 pts.
This wine is not that good! 2 pts.
I don’t really care for this wine! 1 pt.

the ratings
retail USD retail  rr rating  purchased

white wines  
Montes Classic Series Sauvignon Blanc 2006 $�7.62 460r. 3.48 Magnum
Botalcura Chardonnay 2003 $36.02 940r. 3.70 KV
Concha Y Toro Amelia Chardonnay 2004 $36.93 964r. 3.74 Kauf
white wines $90.57 

red wines  
Vina Sena 2000 (Aconcagua Valley) $282.38 7,370r. 4.03 KV
Almaviva 2002 $�30.65 3,4�0r. 3.96 KV
Montes Purple Angel 2004 (Colchagua Valley) $83.�4 2,�70r. 3.72 Magnum
Viu Manet VIU � 2004 (Colchagua Valley) $79.3� 2,070r. 4.52 Magnum
Valdivieso Caballo Loco Number 8 (Central Valley) $93.87 2,450r. 4.�8 KV
Ventisquero Queulat Carmenere 2005 $32.�8 840r. 3.63  Magnum
Montes Alpha Cabernet Sauvignon 2004 $48.66 �,270r. 3.9�  Magnum
Coyam 2003 Vina Organica Emiliana $44.44 �,�60r. 3.62  KV
Concha Y Toro Marques de Casa Concha Merlot 2005 $�6.02 4�8r. 4.0�  Kauf
Montgras Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon 2005 $�3.60 355r. 3.67  Kauf
Chateau Los Boldos Grand Cru 2005 Single Vineyard $45.75 �,�94r. 4.0�  Kauf
red wines $963.87 

The wines were purchased retail at three wine boutiques: Magnum (DP), Kollektion Wine (KV) and Kauffman.

Manent. Vina Viu Manent is located in the steep Colchagua Valley, one of the most ex-
pensive areas of production in Chile. Called the "Napa of Chile," Colchagua is about �20 
kilometers southwest of Santiago and has a balmy, Mediterranean climate.  Founded in 
�937, Viu Manent is still a family winery, but New Zealand winemaker Grant Phelps has 
strengthened the winemaking team. He has had a particularly strong influence on the 
Sauvignon Blanc – the bronze winner Vina Viu Manent Secreto Sauvignon Blanc can be 
found in Moscow.

Vina Viu Manent Viu 1 2003 (WS 89)
Solid, ripe, dark plum and raspberry fruit is layered with ambitious mocha, vanilla and 

coffee-tinged toast. Long, dark finish has a flash of mint, and nice texture despite its amped-
up persona. Malbec and 10 percent Cabernet Sauvignon. Drink now through 2008. 850 cases 
made. –JM. Source: winespectator.com

Charles Borden and William Reichert
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when did you start working as a chef?
Oh, I’ve never been asked this question before, they always ask me how did I start cooking!!! 
Well, I started a long time ago… Actually I have to work it out… Well, about 25 years ago. Yes, 
quite a long time. I’ve been cooking for 25 years; I’ve been traveling all around the world.
It’s is almost a lifetime; you seem to have your own style?
I think yes, it’s pretty simple. I like simple food, I’m into using quality ingredients, different in-
gredients. I think what I do is quite creative; it’s a little bit different from what everybody does. 
I try to do different things, may be other Chefs don’t try them.
I want a person to come and not have a whole meal experience, but have every dish as an 
experience, whether they enjoy it or they don’t enjoy it. You know it’s like buying a car or buy-
ing clothes…some people like this, some people don’t like that…but that is the sort of thing 
I want to do working for the people. It’s very free form. It’s very natural; it’s not precision cook-

glen ballis

talks to annet kulyagina
photos by ruslan sergeev

executive chef of 'nedalny vostok'
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ing. I take tomatoes and just fill them with olive oil, salt and pepper. Or take fish and fry it with 
roman lettuce with soya oyster sauce – it’s a very simple food but it’s very, very, tasty.
which country is most reflected in your style? 
Well, obviously from my background being Australian, and working in Asia for the past ten 
years it’s formed that way: Australian cuisine is very natural and free-form, a very simple style 
food, and I think my food has become a little complex because of the countries that I worked 
in.
where exactly? 
Asia in general: Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Singapore; so I’ve trav-
eled and worked a lot in Asia. Honestly, physically I haven’t been cooking for 10 years, I’ve 
been running and opening big international hotels.
how do you come to be here in russia?
I’d been working in London for three years at Harrods as Executive Chef after Asia, and I was 
just a little bit burnt out, so I was going to take one year off. I surf, so I was going to surf places.
I was in France and then I had a call from my agent telling me that they were looking for a 
Chef in Russia. It took a little while to think, because I‘ve always said that I never wanted to 
work in Malaysia and Russia. I thought these were the two hardest countries to work in. So in 
Malaysia I’ve spent the longest time and really enjoyed it, and Russia is getting that way also. 
I’m enjoying it!
what especially?
I appreciate the freedom that I can get here. I’m given a certain direction and as long as I keep 
following the direction and coming up with the constant dishes, you know I have freedom to 
basically do as I like. As a Chef that’s the most important thing! 
how do feel in this restaurant?
I think it’s going very well. It’s a beautiful restaurant. We have the best ingredients, the menu 
is interesting, the service is developing, we hit an outstanding place and it is getting better 
every day.
what about the team you work with? 
The team is good and very, very young. They are fresh, they are eager to learn, they are inter-
ested in what we’re doing! And they are proud of what we do! The hard thing is the language 
barrier: I don’t speak Russian, so, especially when we were first opened, there were a lot of 
people coming through the doors it was difficult to communicate with. But as the time goes 
by we understand each other more because we are working together. The director Marina, 
she doesn’t speak English, but we think the same way and work good even without the com-
mon language. That is what amazes me about this team.
how would you characterize the russian restaurant tradition?
Russia is a new developing market here for food and beverage. I think as time progresses it will 
progress as well… There are a lot of restaurants now, but I find only a handful of very good res-
taurants and as time goes on and people gain more experience it will become even better.
is it bad now?
Oh, no, I didn’t say so! The market is quite demanding here. Russian people obviously have 
money, they love to travel, they love to eat, drink wine, drink vodka and any other drinks that 
exist. They enjoy the food as well, and as these people are traveling around the world and 
coming back here their market expectations are growing…and that’s putting more pressure 
on us, I think. That’s why you see a lot of foreign chefs here!
what do you think are the expectations of a customer here?
Well, I think there is an extra pressure on our restaurant and any of Arkady’s restaurant, be-
cause he has such a good reputation in town. And we all want to be the best in the group. 
I think the expectations are very high. We are still in the beginning. I think in six month we’ll 
become more consistent. What amazes me here is that within two weeks people are coming 
to the restaurant and judging and during that time decide if the restaurant is good. But it takes 
three month for any restaurant to polish out all the problems and get running properly. And in 
six months we’ll see exactly what we are doing.
and what do you like to eat?
Well, I enjoy Italian food; I like the simplicity of it. The different salads they make, the differ-
ent sorts of cheese they use. It is such a big traditional cuisine, but it is very simple; I enjoy it 
especially when it is kept simple. I also like Russian food, you know my day off is Sunday and I 
always start it the same, with the pelmeni and pirozhki.
russian pelmeni and pirozhki?
Yes, I am stuck with the Russian food! And then in the afternoon I try one new restaurant. But 
if you ask why, I’ll tell you, ‘my frig is empty’. I am never at home and don’t usually cook for  
myself  – I’m working to give our guests a new experience. 

Nedalny Vostok
15 Tverskoy Bulvar, Bldg. 2
tel.: (495) 694 0641
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sauce preparation
Boil soy sauce in a pan. Add bonito flakes in the pan and cool it. Drain the soy sauce. Mix soy 
sauce, vinegar, and lemon juice. Set aside until required.
Makes 4 servings

dish preparation
1. Lightly season the cod fillet with salt, pepper and sugar.

2. Heat a small amount of oil in a non-stick pan and lightly sear the fish on both sides. Don’t 
over sear the fish, as this stage of the cooking process is simply to lightly caramelize the 
sugar.

3. Remove the fish from the pan and place it on an oven tray and cook in the oven for ap-
proximately 15 minutes. If the fish has bones, only remove them once the fish is cooked. The 
bones will come out easily once it is ready. It is also a good guide to let you know when the 
fish is ready.

4. Take the prepared tomato and season with salt, pepper and a little olive oil. Set aside until 
required.

5. Heat a non-stick pan with olive oil and lightly sauté the romaine lettuce. Season with 
nutmeg, salt and pepper. Do not over cook the romaine; keep it a little crunchy to add to 
the texture. Set aside until required, keeping it warm.

dish assembly
1. Place the tomato on the plate.
2. Place the cooked fish on top.
3. Top with the sautéed romaine lettuce.
4. Dress with the Ponzu sauce and any remaining olive oil.

notes
This dish is all about using quality ingredients, so shop wisely and look for only the best 
produce.

ingredients
180g black codfillet 
(Any other firm white fleshed fish will do)
10g white sugar
1g salt (sea salt)
1g pepper  (freshly ground)

60g romaine lettuce 
(cut into chunks)
5g nutmeg (ground)
 

60g tomato, peeled, deseeded & diced
50ml olive oil 
(good quality olive oil, I use Salvagno)

ponzu sauce
1-cup soy sauce
3/4 cup lemon juice
1/4-cup rice wine vinegar
1/2 cup dried bonito flakes

sugar coated black cod, 
ponzu dressing
a dish to make at home, by glenn ballis
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hotel baltschug kempinski 
Pleasant changes will meet guests at Restaurant Baltschug this spring. From early March, Chef 
Rainer Sigg has been offering a unique gourmet menu. It includes 10 appetizers, 10 hot dishes 
and 10 different desserts, choosing three from each courses one can enjoy a unique menu with 
a reasonable price. This gourmet experience cost will cost 2500 rubles.
The plesure of this special menu is enchanced by the expanded wine list. This refined col-
lection contains more than 380 wines, including the most popular Bordeaux. The wines are 
accompanied with an assorted cheese collection laid out in a special case, as if they were in a 
jewelry shop waiting to be chosen. 
A new tea list Baltschug Infusion completes the evening in the Baltschug by turning a tradi-
tional tea into an intriguing and charming tale of tea and herbs. A waiter will brew the won-
derful tea on a special table following one of many traditional recipes. 
Restaurant Baltschug welcomes its guests into a cozy interior with romantic music to enjoy  
their dinner.
Reservations: 230-5500, 230-6500

tan’s spring menu
Tan Restaurant has unleashed a new Spring Menu, with all the expected exquisite, elegant 
and satisfying attributes that connoisseurs of Asian cuisine expect from this fine restaurant. 
Who could resist the succulent Royal Shrimps with pineapple, doused in berry sauce (750 
rubles)? The Chicken with Sesame seeds (450 rubles) is sliced chicken fillet coated with seeds, 
interspersed with slices of fresh pineapple, and served on a banana leaf. It needs the accom-
panying sauce to stop it from being too dry. You can also try smoke-cured calamary with 
spiced orange sauce (790 rubles) or grilled sea scallope served with vegetables a la Singapore 
(790 rubles). There are also noodles with seafood in a green curry sauce that smacks of Thai-
land (490 rubles) and grilled beef a la Mongolia (540 rubles). 
Oruzheny Per., �3, Bldg. �. Tel.: 25�-0877. M. Mayakovskaya

festival of canadian cuisine
There is a land of dense maple forests hosting hyaline of the three Great Lakes – Lake Erie, 
Lake Huron and Lake Michigan. The beautiful Niagara and Montmorency waterfalls discharg 
water into the abyss.  The pristine charm of untouched environment of Cordillera and Nova 
Scotia boggle the imagination of talented artists moving through the history of outstanding 
Canadian culture… Be carried away from Moscow to enjoy the beauty of Canadian landscape 
and to become familiar with magnificent Canadian cuisine. Visiting chefs from the Fairmont 
Hotel will offer you the best of Canadian cuisine: maple glazed salmon, tourtiere, saskatoon, 
poutine, bison sausages and many other courses. Do not miss the chance to taste genuine 
Canadian beer, wine and whisky.
Café Swiss, Swissotel Krasny Holmy.  M. Paveletskaya. May 7- 3, 2007
Lunch buffet �2.00-�5.00. Dinner �8.00-22.30. Menu a la carte
Reservations: 787-9800 

the chaine des rotisseurs launches in moscow
The international gastronomic society, the Society of the Chaine des Rotisseurs, has recently 
established its latest branch in Moscow under the presidency of Gianni van Daalen, Managing 
Director of the Hotel Balchug Kempinski. The Society held a Dinner Amical in mid April in Café 
des Artistes where Dolf Michel reigns supreme. His team produced a delectable five course 
meal which had more than a flavour of fresh asparagus flown in from France. Michel was 
inducted into Chain des Rotisseurs at the end of the gourmet meal in recognition of Michel’s 
pioneering work as a restaurateur in Moscow over the years. 
The Chaine is present in 200 countries with over 90,000 members. The Moscow branch is the 
second in Russia, following the Society’s establishment in St Petersburg under the presidency 
of Thomas Noll, General Manager of the Grand Hotel Europe. Among the sponsors of the 
evening were Russia’s newest international wine producer, Domaine Burnier, Maker’s Mark 
bourbon and Cognac Kazumian.
Gianni van Daalen has May’s ‘The Last Word’ on page 72, where he answers questions on 
the Chaine. 

compiled by annet kulyagina
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AcAdemiA cAfe & PizzeriA  
Italian food plus sushi bar. 
Great place to enjoy pizza prepared in a wood oven.
11.00-midnight. 2 Kamergersky Per., 292-9649

 Tverskaya    

Accenti  
Innovative Italian with Japanese touches. 
11.00-last guest. 7 Kropotkinsky Per., 246-1515

 Park Kultury   (Fri, Sat, Sun)

AdriAtico  
Exquisite dining. Four seating areas, each with its own style 
and menu. Noon-last guest.
3 Blagoveschensky Per., 209-7914

 Mayakovskaya  

Aist 
Occupying a three-f loor mansion, the f irst f loor holds a 
cafe with a designer interior, a mixed menu from a variety 
of cuisines and more moderate prices than are found on 
the second level. Besides higher prices, the second f loor 
also has a classical 19th-century dining room interior 
and a f ine-dining menu with a mix of French, Italian and 
Mediterranean dishes. The third f loor of fers a summer 
patio. Noon-midnight.
8/1 Malaya Bronnaya Ul., 736-9131/32

 Pushkinskaya

AmfiteAtro 
French, Italian, and Mediterranean food with a few 
Georgian dishes. Live music. Noon-last guest.
7 Marksistskaya Ul., 911-0523

 Taganskaya  

AmericAn BAr&Grill 
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs breakfast and more. 
Children’s room on weekends. 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-9525

 Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, 912-3621/15

 Taganskaya
14 Kirovogradskaya Ul., (inside Global City Trade Centre), 
956-4843

 Yuzhnaya

AnGelico’s 
Italian food with pan-European f lair. Homemade pastas and 
seafood. Noon-midnight.
6 Bolshoy Karetny Per., 299-3696 

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar    (orders from $200)

Antonio 
Stylishly modern yet warm restaurant. Wide selection of 
French and Italian wines. Live music.
2a Ul. 1905 Goda, 255-1125

 Ulitsa 1905 Goda  

A ProPos 
In the same building as the Kalyagina theatre. Simple 
interior and a sophisticated menu, including interesting 
seafood options. Not inexpensive. Noon-midnight.
2 Frolov Per., 625-4954/38

 Chistiye Prudy

Anime i mAnGA 
Sushi bar with, as the name would suggest, a Japanese ani-
mation and cartoon theme. The walls and tables are covered 
with Japanese cartoons. Waitresses dress like Japanese 
schoolgirls. Noon-midnight. 79 Butyrskaya Ul., 210-3549

 Dmitrovskaya 

AtlAs cAfe And BAr  
Watch sport broadcasts and enjoy European cuisine. 
11.00-23.00.
57 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 255-9887

 Belorusskaya 

AustrAliAn oPen  
Eclectic fusion menu. 
Kangaroo and ostrich f illet, live sports broadcasts. 
Mon-Fri 10.00-6.00, Sat-Sun noon-6.00
10 Leningradsky Prospekt, Bldg. 1, 214-1749

 Belorusskaya    (Thu, Fri, Sat)

BAvArius  
Bavarian food, beer. Noon-midnight.
2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 299-4211

 Mayakovskaya    

BAnAnA leAf  
Sports bar with huge video screen and decent Indian 
food. Noon-22.45 (restaurant), 10.00-22.30 (sports bar).                   
2 Kozitsky Per., 229-2114

 Tverskaya   

BeGA tokyo 
Modern Japanese restaurant in minimalist surroundings. 
11.00-23.00.
8th floor Hotel Bega, 11 Begovaya Alley, 946-1733

 Begovaya, Dinamo  

BleAchers 2 
All the fun you can handle. 24 hours.
30, Tsvetnoy Bulvar, 694-2303

 Tsvetnoy Bulvar

Beer mArket 
Out of the way, but has Moscow’s best range of on-tap 
beers numbering some 70 varieties. Modern interior and 
a classic range of food suitable for accompanying beer. 
Noon-midnight.
69 Butyrskaya Ul., 977-7959

 Savyolovskaya

BenihAnA  
Japanese Teppan-style restaurant and fusion lobby bar. 
Dishes skillfully prepared in front of customers.
 Noon-midnight. 5 Pushkin Ploschad, 209-1023

 Tverskaya  

Bel mondo 
Cozy European eatery with a classical interior.
 Noon-midnight. 
16/23 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-0029

 Mayakovskaya

Bericony  
Home-style Georgian cuisine cooked over charcoal. Tradi-
tional decor. Homemade wine. 11.00-last guest. 
11 Ul. Volkhonka, Bldg. 6, 298-1332

 Kropotkinskaya  

Blowfish 
Asian Fusion. Noon-midnight.
30 Tsvetnoy Bulvar, 694-0145

 Tsvetnoy Bulvar

BotAnikA 
Small, but cute, eatery decorated in soothing shades of 
green fusion restaurant. Serves innovative and tasty 
modern dishes for very reasonable prices. Attracts a fairly 
fashionable crowd. 11.00-midnight. 
61a Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., 254-0064

 Belorusskaya

BoulevArd  
French, with an eclectic menu. Noon-last guets.
30/7 Ul. Petrovka, 209-6887

 Chekhovskaya    (Wed, Thu, Fri)

Biscuit  
Casual dining, eclectic menu. Sun-Wed. 
Noon-Midnight., Thu-Sat Noon-1.00.
19 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, Bldg. 1, 925-1729

 Kuzn. Most  

BleAchers  
Moscow’s newest Sports Bar of fers a range of Burgers, Piz-
zas, South American hot dogs, English favourites including 
bangers and mash, Shepherd’s Pie initiated by General 
Manager Martin Bainbridge. Features Happy Hour 6-9 every 
night, Ladies Night with free Redd’s Thursdays 7-10 and 
Monday Countdown. International sport coverage from 
around trhe world and sports betting on premises from Stan 
James. Discotheque from 20.00, 24 hours. 
1, Volgogradsky Prospekt (side of Jackpot). 676-3972

 Proletarskaya   
(50% disc Sun-Mon noon – 20.00)

BellAGio  
Chic Italian in a scenic and elegant atmosphere. 
Live music. 
8 Mosfilmovskaya Ul., 143-8887

 Kievskaya 

Bocconcino 
Modest, yet elegantly designed Italian restaurant that 
prides itself on its pizzas and probably of fers the thinnest 
crusts in town. The pizzas are good value, but the bill 
can add up if you start ordering other dishes or wine. 
Noon-midnight.
7 Strasnoi Bulvar, 299-7359

 Pushkinskaya

Bon 
The third in a series of designer restaurants with design 
by Philippe Starck (the other two were opened in Paris). 
Italian cuisine for, as would be expected, substantial prices. 
Noon-last guest. 
4/4 Yakimanskaya Ul., Building 1, 737-8009 

 Polyanka

Bosco  
italian menu with good selection of wines. Relaxed 
atmosphere. 11.00-23.00. 3 Red Square, GUM, 1st floor, 
929-3182/3139

 Okhotny Ryad 

cru  
Modern Italian prepared by Milanese chef. Specialties 
include homemade desserts. Noon-last guest. 
61 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul.,
 254-0064

 Barrikadnaya  

cAfe roset 
Along with an excellent kitchen, Cafe Roset of fers a 
spectacular wine on its list, the Australian, Clarendon Hills 
Syrah.  9.00-midnight.
29, Kutusovsky Prospect,
 249-9040

 Kutuzovskaya

cAfe Pushkin 
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian cuisine in lavish, 
19th century surroundings. The is a bustling ground-f loor 
dining hall and a more sophisticated (and pricier) experi-
ence complete with classical quartet, on the upper levels. 
Reservation essential. 24 hours.
Tverskoy Bulvar, 26a, 699-5590

 Pushlinskaya

cutty sArk  
Restaurant stylized as a luxury ocean yacht. Fresh seafood. 
Aquarium with live lobsters and  crabs; over 40 varieties of 
f ish in an ice showcase; oysters bar. Seasonal of fers from 
the chef. Wine from France, Italy, Spain and the New World 
and other elite beverages; cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP 
room. 11.00-midnight. All cards.
12 Novinsky Bulvar, 202-1312/1621

 Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya

cAfe des Artistes  
Elegant French eatery and exhibition hall in one. 11.00-1.00.
5/6 Kamergersky Per., 692-4042

 Tverskaya   

cAntinettA Antinori 
Out-of-this-world Italian plus a selection of 50+ Antinori 
wines. Noon-midnight
20 Denezhny Per., 241-3771

 Smolenskaya 

ciPollino 
Coffee and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery a stone's 
throw from Christ the Savior Cathedral. Three halls with 
numerous divans make for cozy dining in this upmarket 
restaurant. Noon-6.00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Building 1, 291-6576

 Kropotkinskaya

cAfe roset 
Along with an excellent kitchen, Cafe Roset of fers a spectac-
ular wine on its list, the Australian, Clarendon Hills Syrah. 
9.00-midnight.
29, Kutusovsky Prospect, 249-9040

 Kutuzovskaya

cAffe fresco 
Relaxed but elegant atmosphere. Homemade pastas, pizza, 
and grilled seafood by an Italian chef. Noon-last guest. 
8, 1st Frunzenskaya Ul., 242-0562

 Park Kultury    

cArre BlAnc 
Tres chic. Award-winning wine list. 
Beer on tap. 
12.00-midnight. 19/2 Seleznyovskaya Ul., 258-4403

 Novoslobodskaya   

cAfe mAner 
European menu which changes every three days. 
10.00-midnight. 
Berlin House, 5 Ul. Petrovka, 775-1959

 Kuznetsky Most   

centrAl house of writers  
Modern European food in an intimate 19th century 
ambience.
50 Povarskaya Ul., 291-1515/7273, 290-1589

 Barrikadnaya   

cicco cluB  
Family-friendly classic Italian restaurant with a winter 
garden. Specialises in Italian wines.
8-10 Azovskaya Ul., 310-3611

 Nakhimovsky Prospekt  

city Grill  
Contemporary European cuisine, state-of-the-art interior. 
Noon-2.00
2/30 Sad.-Triumphalnaya Ul., 299-0953

 Mayakovskaya   

courvoisier  
Modern European restaurant frequented by the chic and 
stylish. 24 hours.
Malaya Sukharevskaya Ploschad, Bldg.8, 924-8242

 Sukharevskaya 

correA’s 
A chain of charming New York-style cafe restaurants. 
Reservation advised. 9.00-24.00
82/2 Sadovnacheskaya Ul., 969-2113

 Paveletskaya
40/2 Bolshoi Ordinka Street , 725-6035

 Tretiakovskaya
32 Bolshoi Gruzinskaya Street, 205-9100

 Belorusskaya
85/1 Rublevo-Uspenskoe Highway, 739-2586

 Krilatskoe

cAfe ArArAt  
Armenian food inside the Ararat Park Hyatt. Mon-Fri noon-
midnight, Sat-Sun 10.00-midnight.
4 Neglinnaya Ul., 783-1234 ext. 5028

 Okhotny Ryad  

chinA cluB  
French-Asian fusion cuisine in an elegant interior. 
Noon-midnight. 21 Ul. Krasina, 232-2778

 Mayakovskaya  

dA cicco  
Family-oriented Italian dining. Good wine list. 
11.00-midnight. 13/12 Profsoyuznaya Ul., 125-1196

 Profsoyuznaya  
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dA GiAcomo 
The upmarket international Italian restaurant chain, which 
has popular branches in Milan and New York, has opened in 
Moscow. The restaurant is said to of fer an exact copy of the 
menu available in its two sister eateries. Best known for its 
seafood dishes. Noon-midnight.
25/20 Ul. Spiridonovka, 746-6964

 Barrikadnaya

doriAn GrAy  
Sophisticated, traditional Italian cuisine.
Great Kremlin view. Noon-1.00.
6/1 Kadyshevskaya Nab., 238-6401

 Polyanka   

discreet chArm of the BourGeoisie  
Eclectic menu in a casual atmosphere. Trendy, young crowd. 
24 hours.
24 Ul. Bolshaya Lubyanka, 923-0848

 Lubyanka  

dim sum  
Over 40 Chinese dishes prepared by Shanghainese chefs, but 
a limited and disappointing dim sum menu. 
Noon-last guest.
3 Smolenskaya Ploschad, 937-8425

 Smolenskaya  

douG’s steAkhouse 
Moscow’s best steakhouse. Noon-midnight.
30 Tsvetnoy Bulvar, 694-0145

 Tsvetnoy Bulvar

druzhBA 
Reputedly the most authentic Chinese restaurant in town, 
with an extensive menu ranging from the exotic (ears, of fal 
and trotters) to the more usual meat and noodle dishes. 
10.30-23.00.
4 Novoslobodskaya Ul., 973-1234/12

 Novoslobodskaya 

dolf  
Modern European cuisine in a contemporary, elegant set-
ting. Purchasable artwork on the walls. 11.00-1.00. 
3/2 1st Smolensky Per., 241-6217

 Smolenskaya  

donnA clArA  
Cozy cafe with a good selection of desserts. Noon-23.00. 
21/13 Malaya Bronnaya Ul., 290-3848

 Tverskaya, Mayakovskaya  

dzhusto  
Upscale Japanese eatery. 
Sun-Thu noon-midnight, Fri-Sat noon-2.00.
9 Bolshoi Tolmachevsky Per., 937-3750, 953-6595

 Tretyakovskaya    

fAuchon  
Acclaimed French gourmet delicatessen, wine department 
and more. 10.00-23.00.
7, 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 978-8083/74 (boutique/res-
taurant)

 Mayakovskaya 

file 
Decorated with seaside motifs, the name means f illet and 
this small one-room restaurant does, as you would expect, 
serve f ish f illets among other seafood dishes. 11.00-23.00.
4/3 Strasnoi Bulvar, Building 3, 209-2844

 Pushkinskaya

floriditA 
The total Cuban experience. Live Cuban bands, DJ, cocktails, 
La Casa del Habanos. Noon-last guest.
36 Stari Arbat,  241-0392

 Arbatskaya

frAnt  
Centrally located, two-story cafe located in a downtown 
historical building. Situated on a corner with high ceilings 
and large windows, this cafe is well-suited to sipping cof fee 
while watching the world walk by. 11.00-midnight.
1 Ul. Solyanka,
 628-5539

 Kitai Gorod

GAlereyA  
Popular with high-end crowd. Menu includes sushi, 
European favorites and more. 24 hours.
27 Ul. Petrovka, 
937-4544

 Chekhovskaya   

GenAtsvAle  
Classic Georgian cuisine with terrif ic Georgian wine. Live 
music from 19.00. Noon-midnight.
12/1 Ul. Ostozhenka, 
202-0445

 Kropotkinskaya   (Fri, Sat)

GenAtsvAle on the ArBAt  
Upscale cuisine to satisfy the most selective gourmet. 
Noon-1.00.
11 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg. 2, 
203-9453

 Arbatskaya  

Godunov 
Russian cousin in this restaurant have been adapted to be 
more tourist-friendly. Try the almond vodka or medovuha 
(honey mead). 
Noon-midnight.
5/1 Teatralnaya ploshchad’, 298-5609

 Teatralnaya

GoodmAn steAk house  
Huge steaks, plus generous side dishes and classic American 
desserts, Noon-midnight.
23 Tverskaya Ul., 937-5679

 Tverskaya

GiArdino itAliAno  
Warm and relaxed Sicilian restaurant specialising in 
handmade pastas and seafood. Generous portions. 
Noon-23.00. 37 Leninsky Prospekt, 958-1292

 Leninsky Prospekt  

GoA 
A chic restaurant and bar popular with a young executive 
crowd. Noon-midnight.
8/2 Myasnitskaya ulitsa, 504-4031

 Lubianka

GrAnd cru 
Molecular gastronomy f inally makes its way to Moscow. At 
Grand Cru, they’ve frozen and zapped the base ingredients 
of food for a scientif ically intriguing eating experienced. 
In this small, non-smoking wine-bar you can try appetizer 
with consistency from foam to jelly, which slip down 
without much need to chew, rather like astronaut fodder. 
Noon-midnight.
22 Mal. Bronnaya Ul., 650-0118

 Tverskaya

Green  
In this restaurant you have an opportunity to try dishes 
composed by Anatoly Komm – the only Russian chief, 
admitted in Europe.
Noon-midnight.
30/7 Petrovka Ul.,
 650-6887

 Chekhovskaya            

GrillAGe  
European-Russian cuisine with vegetarian menu and 
homemade chocolates. Good wines and Chinese teas. 
Noon-midnight. 1/2 Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 953-9333

 Novokuznetskaya   

Guillys restAurAnt  
Steak&seafood in a historic mansion. Multinational culinary 
hits, extensive wine list. 
Mon-Sun noon-midnight
6 Stoleshnikov Per., 629-2050, 933-5521

 Tverskaya, Teatral'naya  

Guroo  
Indian cuisine in traditional surroundings. Attentive service 
and pleasant ambience. 
Noon-midnight
20/30 Ul. Krzhizhanovskogo, Bldg. 1, 125-6276

 Profsoyuznaya  

GoGol-moGol  
Chic French-style cafe serving Russian and European food. 
10.00-23.00. 
6 Gagarinsky Per., 203-5506

 Kropotkinskaya 

hArd rock cAfe  
Casual favorites – burgers, BBQ, cheesecake – amidst rock 
music memorabilia. 
24 hours.
44 Ul. Arbat, 205-8335 
(Fri, Sat, and large groups)

 Arbatskaya, Smolenskaya    

i fiori 
A fashionable place for fashionable people with a fashion-
able menu featuring Italian, European, Japanese and Thai. 
Has a chill-out section plus turntables for guest DJs. The 
restaurant doubles as an interior-design studio, so all items 
such as vases and so on are for sale. 
Noon-last guest.
36/9 Novy Arbat, 290-7160

 Arbatskaya

itAliAnets  
Casual Italian dining with a French twist.
Noon-23.00. 
13 Samotyochnaya Ul., 
688-5651

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar     

Just cAfe 
Super-centra European restaurant-club with a plush interior 
complemented by large mirrors in elaborate frames and 
crystal chandeliers. Award-winning cocktail concoctor 
Seyran Gevorkyan mixes up tasty tipples. 
24 hours.
5/6 Tverskaya Ul., 
692-6158

 Okhotny Ryad

kAmBAlA 
Seafood restaurant where you mix and match your seafood 
from a bed of ice with your vegetables from wicker baskets 
and have them prepared to your liking. 
Seating is in little dinghy-like booths named after Georgian 
towns. 
Noon-midnight.
11 Novy Arbat, Bldg. 2, 291-4909

 Arbatskaya

kAsBAr  
Arabian, European and Japanese cuisine in oriental interi-
ors. Belly dancers every evening. 
Noon-last guest. 
53/6 Ul. Ostozhenka, 246-0246

 Park Kultury 

kAretny dvor 
Azerbaijani. Sample a range of starters like marinated 
chicken and stuf fed peppers before moving on to a generous 
hank of shashlyk. 24 hours.
52 Povarskaya Ul., 291-6376

 Arbatskaya

khAto  
Modern Japanese restaurant with diverse Japanese menu. 
11.00-midnight.
19 B. Nikitskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 290-2254

 Arbatskaya  

keks  
Gallery restaurant with a 1970s European feel. 
11.00-last visitor. 
11 Ul. Timura Frunze, 249-6362

 Park Kultury 

kolkhi  
Classic food plus fat-free f itness menu.
Noon-midnight. 
1/1 Leningradsky Prospekt, 257-3176

 Belorusskaya 

ko.Bor.-dAsh 
Classical and formal interior with crystal chandeliers and 
portraits in gold frames hanging on the walls. Serves a 
variety of cuisines including Italian and Uzbek. 
Noon-midnight. 
3 Orlikov Per., 207-8100

 Krasniye Vorota 

kitAisky kvArtAl  
Authentic Uigur cusine from the Xinjian Province of China. 
24 hours. 
Outdoor Garden at the Propekt Mira location
 Prospekt Mira 12/1, 207-6252

 Sukharevskaya   

knyAz BAGrAtion  
Georgian cuisine in authentic 19th century atmosphere, 
as well as wines and ingredients brought from Georgia. 
Noon-midnight.
58 Ul. Pluschikha, Bldg. 1, 
933-7171

 Park Kultury  

khAJurAho  
Indian & European cuisine amongst wooden replicas of 
Indian sculptures. Noon-23.00.
14 Shmitovsky Per., 256-8136/7202

 Ul. 1905 Goda    (Fri, Sat) 

lA hAciendA 
Authentic Mexican Cuisine under direction of Moeses 
Castro. Noon-midnight.
13 Komsomolskiy Prospekt, 246-5726

 Park Kulturi

lA GrottA  
Modern Italian cuisine in a light, spacious interior.
 Noon-midnight. 
27/4 Bolshaya Bronnaya Ul., 200-3057

 Tverskaya  

louisiAnA steAk house  
A variety of steaks and grill f ish. European food served as 
well. 20% off week days 12.00-16.00.
11.00-last guest.  30 Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 4, 951-4244

 Novokuznetskaya   

lA voile 
Super expensive seafood restaurant with a designer interior 
in gold tones. Boasts a tapas menu as well as a variety of 
seafood. 
Noon-midnight. 
19, 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 771-7940

 Belorusskaya

luByAnsky 
Housed in the same building as the FSB's premises by 
Lubanskaya Ploshchad. The two-level restaurant among its 
numerous designer features has f ive projection screens, a 
DJ and VJ booth and a soundproofed area suitable for either 
karaoke or private business meetings. The menu of fers 
a mixture of Middle Eastern, Mediterranean with some 
Russian of ferings. 24 hours. 
7 Malaya Lubyanka, 621-1378

 Lubyanka

lyustrA  
European, Middle Eastern and fusion cuisine in elegant 19th 
century palace. Noon-last guest.
11/1 Vorotnikovy Per., 299-5852/3378

 Mayakovskaya    
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l’ etrAnGer  
Intimate French-style fusion with friendly atmosphere. 
12.00-midnight.
13, 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-9648

 Mayakovskaya 

loft  
European with French emphasis. Great view of Moscow from 
the open-air balcony. 9.00-24.00
25 Nikolskaya, 933-7713/14

 Lubyanka    (for special view)

le GAteAu  
Homely French cooking with European touches. 9.00-1.00 
23 Tverskaya Ul., 937-5679, 209-5020

 Tverskaya
2 Paveletskaya Ploschad, Bldg. 1, 937-0532

 Paveletskaya
24/27 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., 725-6476

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar     

little JAPAn  
Arkady Novikov’s latest, this time Japanese cuisine of aver-
age price and standard. 13.00-1.00.
12a B. Dorogomilovskaya Ul., 243-2133

 Kievskaya

mekhAnA BAnsko  
Full Bulgarian menu. Whole baked lamb marinated in beer 
on Fridays. Folk music and dancing waiters. 
Sun-Thur noon-11.00, Fri-Sat noon-last guest. 
9/1 Smolenskaya Pl., 241-3132/6729, 244-7387

 Smolenskaya    

mAhArAJA  
A favourite spot for spicy Indian food. 
Noon-23.00.
2/1 Ul. Pokrovka, 921-9844

 Kitai-Gorod  

mAcAroni  
Relaxed, cozy restaurant serving classic Italian food. 
Noon-midnight.
62 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., 255-5593

 Barrikadnaya  

mArio  
Delightful elegance and style f lavoured with best quality 
Italian dishes.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, 253-6505

 Ulitsa 1905 Goda  

monPlAsir  
French cuisine in a lavish 19th-century 
Russian dining hall. 11.00-last guest.
2 Ul. Schipok, 737-0494

 Belorusskaya  

mAdAm GAlife  
Thai, Hungarian, Andalusian and Georgian food.
Live music. Noon-midnight weekdays, 
17.00-midnight Sat-Sun.
26/1 Prospekt Mira, 775-2601

 Prospekt Mira

milk And honey  
Modern European cuisine in an over-the-top 18th century 
Hermitage-like interior. 24 hours.
38 Myasnitskaya Ul., 921-3278

 Chistiye Prudy

moscow-Berlin  
Ideal for cof fee and desserts. 
Central European menu. 24 hours.
52/2 Ploschad' Tverskoi Zastavy, 251-2282

 Belorusskaya 

moscow-rome  
Upmarket, Mediterranean food. 24 hours.
12 Stoleshnikov Per., Bldg. 2, 229-5702

 Tverskaya   

mAison cAfe  
Home-style French cooking in pleasant environment. 
Noon-midnight.
12 Savvinskaya Embankment., Bldg. 8, 246-3240

 Smolenskaya 

moi druzyA  
Relaxed and friendly Italian restaurant serving a variety 
of pasta, risotto and f ish dishes. Extensive wine menu. 
Noon-midnight
22, 1st Tverskaya Yamskaya Ul., 251-1116/7868

 Mayakovskaya 

nostAlGie  
Sophisticated French with European and Japanese touches. 
5,000-bottle wine cellar. Noon-last guest. 12A Chistoprudny 
Bulvar, 625-7625

 Chistiye Prudy   

nA lestnitse  
Between Stary and Novy Arbat on 3 levels. Sushi menu, 
Mexican specialties, choice of pasta. 
DJ’s and show programs. 24 hours.
1/4 Smolensky Per., 244-0655, 202-7670

 Smolenskaya 

niGht fliGht  
European favorites by Swedish chef: foie gras, elk carpaccio, 
pineapple sorbet. 18.00-5.00.
17 Tverskaya Ul., 229-4165

 Tverskaya  

olhof  
German beer garden on Pushkin Square. Pleasant atmo-
sphere. Noon-last guest.
5 Bolshoy Putinkovsky Per., 299-2228

 Tverskaya    

oceAn dreAm 
A seafood restaurant with a twist. Run by Indian 
restaurateurs, this eatery of fers a change from the swathe 
of Mediterranean seafood restaurants that have opened 
around town by of fering seafood served in an Indian and 
Portuguese fashion. Quite expensive. 11.00-last guest
26 Nikoloyamskaya Ul., 502-9906

 Marksistskaya

Poison  
Upmarket international menu and an extensive cocktail 
list in stylish surroundings. Popular with hip young crowd. 
Noon-6.00.
13 Ul. Myasnitskaya, Bldg. 3, 923-0492

 Chistiye Prudy, Lubyanka 

Polo cluB 
International cuisine in stylish and modern surroundings. 
Menu includes prime beef steak and a good selection of 
seafood. Extensive wine list. 18.00-midnight.
Marriot Royal Aurora Hotel, 11/12 Ul. Petrovka, 937-1024

 Pushkinskaya

PrAdo cAfe  
Predictable of fering of European, Italian, Chinese and 
Japanese food in plush surroundings. Noon-2.00.
2 Slavyanskaya Ploschad, 784-6969

 Kitai-Gorod 

Petrovsky 
Classically styled restaurant situated on the second and 
third f loors above a boutique. Of fers European dishes with 
modern touches. 11.00-midnight. 
21 Ul. Petrovka, 624-0358, 621-5713

 Chekhovskaya

Pros & cons  
Cozy, relaxed restaurant with a French-Italian menu. 
Good wine list. 
Noon-midnight.
28 Trubnaya Ul., 921-3392

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar  

PAnAme  
French-owned with traditional menu, relaxed atmosphere
7 Stoleshnikov Per., (entrance through the courtyard), 
229-2412

 Okhotny Ryad

PAstA dellA mAmmA  
Many kinds of home-made pasta and pizza. 
Noon-midnight.
12/9 Spiridonyevskiy Per., 730-5600

 Pushkinskaya

Pinocchio  
Gourmet dining. Italian chef and sommelier, Cuban cigars. 
Noon-last guest.
5/7 Kamergersky Per., 299-7361

 Okhotny Ryad   
4/2 Kutuzovsky Pr., 243-5688

 Kutuzovskaya

PrAGA  
European, Russian, Japanese and Brazilian dishes in 
luxurious setting. Ten dif ferent rooms and a nightclub. 
Noon-last guest. 
2/1 Ul. Arbat, 290-6171

 Arbatskaya 

PePeroni  
Delicious Italian cuisine and decor. 
11.00-midnight. 
17 Petrovka Ul., 980-7350

 Pushkinskaya  

PreGo PizzA & PAstA  
Traditional Italian cuisine and decor. 
10.00-midnight. 
6 Dolgorukovskaya Ul., 785-7895

 Novoslobodskaya  

PArisienne 
Four Dining halls in a 19th century mansion, with traditional 
French cuisine. Vintage French and Italian wines. Live salon 
jazz on Fridays/Saturdays. 
13.00-last guest.
31 Leningradsy Prospect, 613-0784

 Belorussaya, Dinamo 

riviere 
Upscale French food in a smart setting. 
Noon-last guest.
4 Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya Ul., 243-0977 

 Kievskaya  

restAvrAtsiA  
Modern European cuisine accompanied by more than 80 
varieties of whisky. 17.00-5.00.
7 Leontyevsky Per., 290-5659

 Tverskaya  (Thu, Fri, Sat)

rytsArsky cluB  
Georgian specialties with great views from the top of 
Vorobyovy Gory. 13.00-midnight.
28 Ul. Kosygina, 930-0726

 Leninsky Prospekt   

rikyu  
Traditional Japanese cuisine in stylish surroundings. Exten-
sive drinks menu includes plum wines and gold-f laked sake.
Noon-midnight.
26 Prospekt Mira, Bldg. 8, 937-8803

 Prospekt Mira  

shAfrAn 
Situated between Patriarch’s Pond Pond and Tverskaya 
ulitsa. Sample a range of the delicious mezes, which come 
with unlimited bread. 
9.00-24.00.
12 Spiridonevsky Pereulok, Bldg. 9, 737-9500

 Tverskaya

simPle PleAsures 
First-rate American dining in tranquil atmosphere. 
12.00-24.00 week days, Tue, Fri, Sat – 2.00.
22/1 Ul. Sretenka, 207-1521

 Sukharevskaya   

scAndinAviA  
Swedish-managed restaurant popular with expats. Cocktail 
bar. Noon-last guest. 7 Maly Palashevsky Per., 937-5630

 Tverskaya      

shAtush  
Modern Chinese with European inf luences. Minimalist black 
wood interior. 
Noon-midnight. 
17 Gogolevsky Bulvar, 201-4071

 Kropotkinskaya 

shtolts  
European cuisine in three dif ferently-decorated rooms. 
Noon-last guest.
25-27 Savvinskaya Embankment, 246-0253

 Smolenskaya  

souP  
Cozy cafe with a reasonably priced pan-European menu. 
Wide beverage selection.
62 1st Brestskaya, Bldg. 3, 251-1383

 Belorusskaya  

sindBAd 
Delightfully fresh food. Which includes a veal stew that 
never fails. The place is small and reservations are not 
taken. Noon-midnight.
14 Nikitsky Bulvar, 291-7115

 Tverskaya

syrnAyA dyrkA  
Great range of French cheeses. Noon-midnight. 
32 Ul. Bolshaya Dmitrovka, Bldg. 4-6, 209-1007

 Chekhovskaya 

stArlite diner   
American ‘50s-style diner, extensive menu with great 
breakfasts, nachos and milkshakes. 
Expat hangout. 24 hours. 16 Ul. B. Sadovaya, 290-9638

 Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919

 Oktyabrskaya  

shokolAd  
Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese dishes. 
Cozy decor and live music. 24 hours.
5 Strastnoi Bulvar, 787-8866

 Tverskaya  

sAPPoro  
Modern Japanese restaurant with an extensive sushi and 
sashimi menu. Noon-23.00
14 Prospekt Mira, 207-0198/8253

 Prospekt Mira  

seiJi  
Minimalist modern Japanese restaurant with an elegantly-
crafted and unusual menu. Noon-last guest. 
5/2 Komsomolsky Prospekt, 246-7624

 Park Kultury   (6 options)

semifreddo 
Little bit of everything – special set from chef. Large list of 
wines, sparkling wines, grappa and cognacs.
Noon-23.00. 2 Rossolimo Ul., 248-6169

 Park Kultury

seno 
This inexpensive Russian restaurant is a good option for the 
budget- or time-conscious. Its excellent self-service buffet 
of fers a wide range of salads and hot meals. 9.00-24.00 
6 Kamergersky Pereulok, Bldg. 1, 692-0452

 Tverskaya

setteBello 
Classic Italian menu with a Russian twist. Cozy cof fee 
lounge. Noon-last guest.
3 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., 299-1656/ 3039

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar  

12 Novinsky Bulvar, Tel. 202-1312

RESTAURANT

Seal of Quality!
Certified as 4-Stars by

European Economic Interests Grouping

OPEN from 11a.m. until midnight

SEAFOOD & GRILL

• Extensive choice of fish and seafood, fresh oysters
• Aquarium with lobsters and crab 
• Original desserts • Cozy atmosphere 
• VIP “Captain’s cabin” • Reinvented menu
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sPAGo  
Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas. 
Live music. 
Noon-23.00.
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Per., 921-3797

 Lubyanka  

syr  
Charming Italian restaurant with a wine lounge on the 
second f loor. Noon-last guest.
16/2 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., 209-7770

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar  

suliko  
3 elegant dining rooms, 120 Georgian specialties.
 Noon-midnight.
42/2 Ul. Bolshaya Polyanka, 238-2888

 Polyanka   

sAntorini  
Greek food in a tavern setting. 
Noon-midnight. 
15 Bolshaya Nikitskaya Ul., 291-4588

 Okhotny Ryad  

tAPA de comidA 
Three-level Spanish restaurant. The f irst f loor features a 
tapas bar, while the second and third are more serious res-
taurants. The tapas bar of fers a decent range of inexpensive 
nibbles and a good range of af fordable wines. 
Shows sporting matches on a large screen. 
24 hours. 
20/2 Trubnaya Ul., Bldg. 3, 208-2007,

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar

tiflis  
Georgian food in Tbilisi townhouse. Noon-midnight.
32 Ul. Ostozhenka, 290-2897/6139

 Kropotkinskaya  

tinkoff  
A beermaker’s industrial-style restaurant. 
Live music. Noon-2.00. 
11 Protochny Per., 777-3300

 Smolenskaya   

tokyo  
Creative setting with sophisticated Japanese food. Noon-
midnight.
6 Ul.Varvarka (inside Rossiya Hotel), 298-5707/5374

 Kitai-Gorod  

uley  
Fusion from a French chef whose credo is “Food is art”. 
Sun-Wed noon-2.00, Thu-Sat 14.00-2.00
7 Ul. Gasheka, 797-4333

 Mayakovskaya    

tutto-Bene  
Bright, eclectic decor with cuisine from dif ferent Italian 
provinces. Vegetarian menu available. 
Good selection of Italian and French wines. Noon-23.00 
1/15 Kotelnicheskaya Embankment, 234-3223, 915-2610

 Kitai-Gorod   

tsimmis  
Cuisine is comprised of original, carefully-collected home 
recipes. Beautiful interiors. 
Separate kosher area with its own kitchen and grill. 
Noon-midnight. Kosher kitchen closed Sat.
3 Novoslobodskaya Ul., 973-0873

 Novoslobodskaya   

tunnel  
Japanese-American food with a European twist. Menu 
includes shashlik, chicken curry and vegetarian dishes. 
24 hours.
7 Lubyansky Proezd, 937-4101

 Kitai-Gorod  

tesoro 
Modern Italian food including over f if teen varieties of pizza. 
Good venue for business or romantic dinners. Live pianist 
evenings. 10.00-23.00
4 Romanov Per., (Romanov Business Centre), 937-7730

 Tverskaya  

t.G.i. fridAy’s  
American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled setting. 
Noon-midnight.
18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 200-3921/2497

 Pushkinskaya
1/2 Leninsky Prospekt., 238-3200 

 Oktyabrskaya
33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, in Atrium mall, 970-1187

 Kurskaya
14 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg. 1, 291-1318 

 Arbatskaya 
23 Ul. Garibaldi, 779-4211

 Noviye Cheryomushki.
3 Ul. Novoslobodskaya, 780-7922

 Novoslobodskaya     

versiyA 1.0 
Super modern cafe/club/restaurant with a virtual-reality 
theme. The menu consists of dishes of modern European 
cuisine while the cocktail list is extensive. The establish-
ment's main drawing card however, is its virtual-reality 
room, where the walls and doors all become giant displays 
showing cosmic scenes, ocean panoramas and other such 
"realities." Noon-2.00, Fri. & Sat. noon-4.00
3 Ul. Varvarka, 647-1303/04

 Ploshchad Revolyutsii

voGue cAfe  
European food, top clientele. 
Mon-Thu 8.30-1.00, Fri 8.30-2.00, 
Sat noon-2.00, Sun noon-1.00.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 923-1701

 Kuznetsky most   

vremyA yest  
European food with German and Czech emphases.
Beer on tap. Noon-5.00.
1/2 Lesnaya Ul., 251-6873

 Belorusskaya  

vAnil  
Fusion of French and Thai cuisine. Great view of the nearby 
cathedral. Noon-midnight.
1/9 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341

 Kropotkinskaya  

velvet  
Elegant dining. House specialties include dorado with 
almond chutney, marbled beef steak, and Fin de Claire 
oysters. 
Restaurant noon-midnight. 
Cafe 8.30-midnight
40 Ul. Spiridonovka, 101-4065

 Tverskaya, Mayakovskaya  

vesnA  
Chic modern interior with an Italian-Japanese menu. 
Noon-midnight.
19/1 Ul. Novy Arbat, 783-6996

 Arbatskaya 

villA rosA 
Fancy Italian restaurant housed in a 19th century mansion. 
Features rose-colored interior design, high-back arm chairs 
and f inished of with chandeliers. Be prepared to spend a lot 
of money. Noon-midnight.
52 Pyatnitskaya Ul., 951-4080

 Dobryninskaya

yAPonA mAmA  
Japanese food in modern, steely surroundings.
Sun-Thurs noon-last guest, Fri-Sat noon-5.00
11 Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 3, 921-6098

 Tsvetnoi Bulvar    (Fri, Sat, Sun)

yellow seA  
Chinese and Japanese cooking with a separate oyster menu. 
Chef ’s specials, comprehensive wine and cigars list, summer 
menu. Live gigs by international artists on the summer 
terrace. Sun-Tue noon-1.00, 
Wed-Sat, noon-6.00
27 Ul. Bolshaya Polyanka, 953 9634/54

 Polyanka

yAmA-miA 
A two-hall sports bar and beer restaurant located right 
downtown. Serves beer-friendly food with an Italian twist. 
Of fers inexpensive local beers as well as imports. Shows live 
sporting matches. 
Noon-midnight.
27 Tverskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 580-0871, 782-7185

 Mayakovskaya

zolotoi kuPol  
Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and pan-European 
cuisine. 
Wide selection of beverages. 
24 hours.
Gorky, Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse, 419-5278

1 redsquAre 
The menu features lavish, centuries-old recipes. Expect 
cream-laden meat dishes with sticky fruit-based sauces and 
live folk music.
Noon-midnight.
1 Krasnaya ploshchad, 625-3600

 Okhotny Ryad

4 AnGels cAfe 
Cuisine: European, Russian, Japanese
Cozy cafe with gorgeous interior. New menu. Collection 
06/07 Autumn Winter. 
Sun-Thu 12.00-6.00 
Fri-Sat 24 hours.
5 Ul. Pokrovka, 364-3339

 Kitay-Gorod 

5 rinGs restAurAnt 
Cuisine: European, Russian
Classic European Restaurant with cozy atmosphere and 
elegant interior. Noon-last guest.
 27 Dolgorukovskaya, 250-2551

 Novoslobodskaya  

13 sAndwiches Bistro  
Cozy Italian eatery serving warm pressed gourmet 
sandwiches. 
10.00- 7.00.
www.13sandwiches.ru 
21 Ul. Trubnaya, 106-4996

 Trubnaya. 

100% cotton  
Modern European cuisine in a large dining hall topped by 
a glass dome. 
Noon-midnight.
43 Lesnaya Ul., 506-0033/5533

 Belorusskaya 

ROYAL

THAI

CUISINE

RESTAURANT
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Father Simon arrived in Moscow seven years ago and jumped into a multifaceted job wor-
thy of this man of unlimited energy. Upon retirement from a Chaplain’s commission with the 
Royal Navy, Father Simon went to the Spanish Island of Menorca. There he was priest to an An-
glican Community within the Diocese of Europe when, one day, his bishop called. “He called 
me on a hot August day and asked me if I would consider an appointment to Moscow,” he ex-
plained. “I couldn’t sleep that night it was such a shock.” But arrive he did, in Moscow, on Nov. 
30, �999, St. Andrew’s Day, and took over as Chaplain and Area Dean, and as the Archbishop 
of Canterbury’s Representative to the Russian Orthodox Church. From St. Andrew’s, a stone’s 
throw from the Moscow Mayor’s office, he ministers to a multi-national and multi-denomi-
national congregation of at least �50 Sunday morning communicants. (For information, visit 
www.standrewsmoscow.org.) 

We spoke about the English Gothic and Victorian buildings at 8 Voznesensky Per., a land 
plot purchased by Moscow’s British community in the �820s. Today’s church building dates to 
�882 and has a complicated past (see Passport’s March issue and the website for more infor-
mation); also wear and tear are starting to affect the structures. “If I can use a phrase from my 
Navy days, the ship is in dire need of repair in order to sail on,” he said. St. Andrew’s has waited 
�0 years for the Russian government to fully honor commitments it made when Queen Eliza-
beth II visited Moscow in �994. The government promised to return the church to Anglican 
use. (St. Andrew’s is part of the Church of England of which the British Queen is considered 
to be the head.) But as often happens in Russia, the red tape has been endless. “Our major 
international fund raising program to restore St. Andrew’s Church to its former glory has been 
needlessly delayed by government bureaucracy,” Father Simon said.

When Father Simon is not in Moscow, he travels extensively in the largest Anglican dean-
ery in the world assigned to one priest! He is responsible for an area stretching from the west-
ern borders of Poland to the eastern reaches of Russia, the CIS and the Chinese border. But 
Father Simon is used to traveling the roads of the world, or perhaps more appropriately, “the 
sea lanes of the world”. Father Simon saw action in the Falklands and �st Gulf War while serv-
ing on ships at sea for �0 of his �7-year career in the Royal Navy. These included the Queen’s 
Flagship, HMS Ark Royal, where he met Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Recalling the meet-
ing, Father Simon said: “She met me and said, ‘I see Chaplain that you are working a 36 hour 
day just like I do!” Indeed, Father Simon found that being a Chaplain (which has no rank in the 
British Navy) was a great calling that has served him well in his time in Moscow. In counseling 
sailors, officers, victims of war and accident, and attending to the affected families in their 
grief, he was able to develop many of the skills that have come in handy at his Moscow post-
ing. His multinational ministry includes ambassadors as well as homeless street people who 
come to the door of the Parsonage at all hours of the day and night. 

But working with grieving families due to death and tragedy started earlier for Father Si-

father simon: 
profile in faith, courage and giving back 

to the community

by linda lippner 
photos courtesy 
of st andrew’s anglican church

father Simon Stephens sat with us in his 19th Century Parsonage at St Andrew’s Anglican Church 
and shared with us his personal history, his views on working and ministering in Moscow, and 
his work with a unique Foundation that he established 38 years ago when he was a young 
parish priest in Coventry in the West Midlands of England.

Father Simon Stephens 
relaxing in the corage
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mon. His first assignment after being ordained to the Deaconate in �967 and the Priesthood 
in �968, was as hospital chaplain at an inner city hospital in Coventry. There he worked in a 
children’s cancer ward where none of his seminary training seemed relevant in working with 
families with dying children. The catalyst for what became a world-wide ministry to bereaved 
parents, came from his pastoral ministry to two families whose sons were dying at the same 
time in his hospital. “I felt impotent in the face of such grief,” he said, “and I realized that only 
bereaved parents could help one another.”

In �969, the British registrar of births, marriages and deaths, recorded the deaths the pre-
vious year of over �7,000 children. On Christmas Eve that year, the BBC thus invited Father 
Simon to discuss the impact of the loss of a child on a family, together with a group of recently 
bereaved parents. Almost immediately, over 4,000 letters arrived at his home and more were 
coming all the time. “I understood I had struck a nerve and I thought that there must be a bet-
ter way to help families deal with the loss of a child,” he said. “Families were not coping and 
they were telling me that their religious and spiritual advisors were not coping either!” Father 
Simon had an idea and that idea became The Compassionate Friends Foundation (TCF) which 
since its establishment in �969 has spread worldwide to include chapters in 38 countries. 

In the US, Newsweek interviewed Father Simon and soon after he was invited to appear 
with Barbara Walters on Good Morning America. That publicity brought in �7,000 letters, and 
today there are over 700 TCF chapters in the US. When the US organization holds its 30th Na-
tional Conference in Oklahoma City this July 20-22, Father Simon, its founder, will be a keynote 
speaker. (For information, visit www.compassionatefriends.org.) TCF aids those coping with 
grief through the compassionate counseling of others who have suffered in the same manner. 
“It’s important to remember that the loss of a child in a family can happen when the child is of 
any age, and many families have suffered grievously when a young man or woman has died 
from AIDS or other illness, suicide, accident or war,” Father Simon said. 

Among the mentors who have influenced his life, Father Simon singles out Mother Teresa 
in whose Calcutta hospice he once worked. “Mother always said that she liked working best 
with those ‘who have broken hearts and wear a crown of thorns transformed into gol", he said. 
Father Simon, author of the best-seller Death Comes Home was mentored also by Dr. Elizabeth 
Kubler-Ross and Dame Cicily Saunders. The latter re-introduced the Hospice program in the 
UK after 400 years of dormancy.

While saying goodbye to Father Simon at the Parsonage door, I asked him what he liked 
most and least about Moscow, also what advice he might give to a newcomer. “I dislike the 
traffic and cars with dark windows,” he said. On the plus side he enjoys the city’s “buzz” and its 
cultural opportunities. But most of all, he said, “I like Russia’s deep snow when the pale winter 
sunshine is reflected on the golden domes of the Kremlin’s Cathedrals.” As for that word of 
advice, he added, “you need a sense of humor!” 

Father Simon in front of the oh-so-English
St Andrew's Anglican Church

8 Voronezhsky Pereulok
Tel./fax: 629-0990
www.standrews.org
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Any young man who finds himself wander-
ing home along a river in the dead of night 
should beware. If he hears wistful singing 
nearby, or catches a glimpse of an ethe-
real beauty dancing in the moonlight, he 
should run to his bed as fast as his feet will 
carry him. He may have seen a Rusalka – a 
beguiling siren whose sole purpose is to 
lure men to their watery deaths in her riv-
er. These ‘river mermaids’ are the ghosts of 
girls who have drowned themselves after 
being jilted by their lovers. Unsurprisingly, 
they try to avenge their misfortune on any 
young stud that might happen by, but can 
only find peace if their real tormentor is 
punished.

The Belarusians say that these lovelorn 
spirits have green hair and blazing emer-
ald eyes, pale skin, a melodious laugh, a 
charming voice and an attractive figure. 
They usually appear naked and, predict-
ably, are almost irresistible to the opposite 
sex. Once they have enticed a man into the 
water, they tickle him – so that he cannot 
swim – and he soon drowns. Of course, 
some would assert that vodka is far more 

likely to be responsible for men falling into 
rivers as they stagger homeward. Howev-
er, the threat has been taken very seriously 
and Rusalka Week (held originally on the 
eve of May and then later in early June) has 
witnessed a series of rituals to banish the 
Rusalki. Memorial rites are performed for 
family members – soothing any unquiet 
spirits who might be lurking around the 
village. The Rusalki were thought to be 
at their most dangerous during this time; 
leaving their waterways to climb birch and 
willow trees where they would sit comb-
ing their hair. They would also join other 
Rusalki in circle dances and, of course, get 
up to mischief with menfolk. Swimming 
during this time was strictly forbidden for 
the locals.

All the girls in a village would go out into 
a field, headed by an ‘honorary Rusalka’ 
who is one of their own taking on the role 
of the legendary siren. She would be left 
alone there; symbolically “cast out” while 
the others returned to their homes. Addi-
tionally, the girls would go into the forest 
to choose a birch tree. The tree would be 

dressed in women’s clothes and used to 
represent all things female. They placed 
omelettes (eggs representing fertility) 
around it and twisted the tree’s twigs to 
form circular wreaths. Special songs (called 
Semickajas) were sung and the girls kissed 
each other through the wreaths, swear-
ing friendship for life. This assertion of 
sisterhood would help them weather the 
travails of love (and the fickleness of their 
men) without resorting to suicide which 
of course would create more Rusalki. Men 
were strictly forbidden to touch this tree 
- which might be brought into the village 
as a reminder to the girls of their promises. 
Sometimes, it was thrown into the river to 
warn the Rusalki to leave their men alone. 

These days, Rusalka stories tend only to 
be conjured up when Belarusian women 
want to teasingly remind their men of the 
consequences of unfaithful behaviour. 
Nevertheless, any man walking alone be-
side a river at night would do well to put 
speed in his step. 

the rusalka by anne coombes

I’m not sure if there are any expats in 
Moscow who haven’t gone past the 
weird little theater on Kutuzovsky Pros-
pect with the big sign and wondered 
aloud – what is that place? If you slow 
down you might catch a sign that says 
something like Theater... Koshek??

Yes, Virginia, it’s true. We have a Cat 
Theater here in Moscow. But what is a 
Cat Theater? Do cats go to the theater to 
be entertained; perhaps by dogs or mice 
up on the stage? Is it a musical theater 
designed to perform – cat operas or per-

cats on parade by linda lippner

haps simple cat capers? Well, cat capers 
is getting mighty close to what goes on 
at the Cat Theater. Because these are 
Cats on Parade.

But first, let’s talk about the average 
person who must first be convinced 
that going to the Cat Theater is even a 
good idea. Of course, all those who are 
allergic to felines are eliminated from 
the discussion immediately. They usu-
ally walk away with their noses wrinkled. 
(More about wrinkled noses later). And 
of course, those who are offended by 
any animal trained for entertainment 
purposes will also decline an invitation 
to attend. Because these cats do enter-
tain. They run, they jump, and they leap, 
but they mostly run – very fast and with 
purpose from one stunt to another on 
the miniature stage. The family of train-
ers who own the Cat Theater have been 
interviewed here and abroad and they 
confirm what I already knew: cats like 
to perform. The head cat trainer says 
that his performing cats are intelligent, 
usually female as they are more easily 
persuaded to do silly cat tricks, and are 
gently raised and loved by his family. In 
New York City where his troupe of kitties 
performed in fashionable lower Manhat-

tan, the family chose to stay in Brighton 
Beach where the cats could stay with the 
humans during their tour instead of in 
pet boarding clinics. 

Of course, there are humans up on 
the little stage with the cats and a small 
group of dogs who also join in the act. 
The theater is all about entertaining 
small children and their parents that have 
come to see this unique entertainment. 
What better way to enjoy a weekend or 
even weekday afternoon with your tots 
than to crowd onto the small benches 
of the theater. Because, we all know 
that watching our children being enter-
tained is the best way for parents to be 
entertained! Please don’t worry about 
the cats too much; they really do seem 
happy to “work” for their treats and care. 
They are doing their best to show that 
life on the stage can be one of energetic 
romping around; something that cats do 
naturally. Now, about the wrinkled nose 
syndrome I mentioned earlier. I am not 
allergic to cats, but my nose might be a 
little sensitive to what must be dozens 
of litter boxes backstage to support the 
cast on the stage. But what a small price 
my nose is paying for a chance to see 
Cats on Parade. 
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One of the rewards of Moscow living is 
the occasional encounter with the hard 
working souls who maintain and devel-
op the cultural and artistic base of Russia 
with nary a thought to the mad race for 
wealth and power around. I have been 
fortunate for a number of years to be-
come acquainted with the seventy-some 
dancers, from just 6 years old to almost 
my age, that comprise Kudrinka, the 
youth and adult folk and modern dance 
ensemble that gather several times a 
week at Moscow’s MosMetroStroi Palace 
of Culture (www.kudrinka.ru). Kudrinka 
celebrated the 30-year anniversary of its 
founding at MosMetroStroi in 2005. The 
group is lead by Irina and Alexey Sal-
nikov. My wife, Marina Borden, is teacher 
and choreographer with Kudrinka and 
has worked with the ensemble for over 
20 years.

This year, teen dancers from the Ku-
drinka Dance Ensemble have been in-
vited to participate in the national Cathy 
Row Ultimate Dance Competition and 
Convention in Mason, Ohio from July 5-8, 

2007. I am grateful that John Ortega has 
agreed that Passport Magazine be media 
sponsor for this event and that so far we 
have received offers of support for this 
trip from executives of Lensmaster as 
well as several Cincinnati residents. 

This competition is an annual event of 
Santa Fe based Cathy Roe Productions. 
It begins with regional competitions 
for young dancers from age 5 and up 
throughout the United States. Compe-
tition categories include Jazz, Tap, Eth-
nic, Modern, Character, Lyrical and oth-
ers. The invitation to Kudrinka from the 
Cathy Roe organization stated, “We con-
sider this to be an incredible opportu-
nity for these young professionals. They 
will have the chance to compete with 
and meet other dancers from the United 
States, participate in our Master Dance 
Classes taught by our experienced staff 
of dance professionals, gain internation-
al exposure, and become more familiar 
with the cultural aspects of our country. 
Cathy Roe’s Ultimate Dance would be 
thrilled and honored to showcase these 

kudrinka kids to cincinnati
talented dancers. “

In addition to participation in the 
Cathy Roe Ultimate Dance Competition, 
the Kudrinka dancers also plan to sched-
ule other community and school per-
formances in the Cincinnati, Ohio area. 
They will travel to Ohio about July 2 and 
return to Moscow on July �0. The eight 
dancers will be accompanied by teach-
ers and group leaders Marina Borden 
and Irina and Alexey Salnikov. The bud-
get for the trip including air fare, hous-
ing, meals, visas, van rental, entry fees, 
sponsor promotional materials is ap-
proximately $25,000. A number of pro-
motions are planned before, during and 
after the trip. We are seeking sponsors 
from media, dance and other clothing 
brands, soft drinks, airline companies, 
and private individuals. Sponsors will be 
featured prominently in trip promotion-
al materials and a short documentary. 
Passport Magazine will provide further 
coverage about the adventures of these 
teens during this visit. 

charles w. borden
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rules of the road

This month, we decided to give newcomers a rundown of the road rules from obtaining 
a driver’s license to navigating the streets. The first decision one must make is whether 
to drive at all. Weekdays the metro is faster to almost any part of the city and gypsy cabs 
are still not expensive. If you have the luxury of a car and driver, you don’t have to worry 
about finding a parking space, and in the unfortunate case of an accident, the driver will 
be the one to deal with the hours and days of hassle to follow.

A foreign driver’s license is valid in Russia for six months, so if you travel out of the 
country more often don’t bother to get a Russian license. Just get a notarized translation. 
A traffic officer will ask you for both the translation and the original license. Better yet, get 
several international licenses ($�0 at AAA in the US). That way if a traffic policeman wants 
to write you up and take your license (which they do), you don’t give away the original.

Should you need to get a Russian license, it would be best to go to a driver’s training 
school for a lesson or two, and let the instructor take care of the niceties. This should cost 
about 6,000 rubles, no questions asked.

Once on the road, it’s off to the races – literally, because many drivers treat the roads 
like a NASCAR track, with every stoplight the starting line. You need to remain totally 
aware and undistracted – if there is any place where mobile phone use while driving 
should be prohibited, it is Moscow. At any moment, from any quarter, a flaming comet 
could flash by leaving not a spare centimeter between you and his car. Check twice be-
fore entering an intersection when the light changes as some drivers believe the first five 
seconds of red for them is their last chance to cross.

There are a few most important road rules:
�. Do not cross the double white line in the center of the road under any circumstanc-

es; this can cost your license or certainly a hefty fine. If you need to make a left or U-turn, 
keep going until you find a broken white line on your side of the road.

2. At main intersections, look at the large white arrows above to see which way turns 
are allowed. If there is not a right or left arrow don’t assume you can make the turn. There 
are no right turns on a red light unless there is a green arrow.

3. Don’t drink and drive. The allowable limit in Russia is zero. The on-the-spot payment 
to avoid losing your license and a medical test ranges from $300 to $�,200. If you plan to 
party, plan in advance where you will stash your car until the next day.

4. Moscow has acquired �00 more tow trucks and you might as well count on losing your 
car if you park in front of a bus stop or other high traffic area where parking is prohibited.

5. Be polite to police in all circumstances. Do not think that arguing with them or flash-
ing a foreign passport will get you anywhere. Admit the mistake, say you are sorry and if 
you are up to it, ask if you can settle this matter “po chelovechisky” – in a human way. You 
know what we mean, but do this very discreetly. 

16 Tons 
6 Presnensky 
Val, Bldg. �, 
Tel.: 253-
5300

 �905 Goda
35MM 

fred flinstone

there was a recent fender bender in Bedrock; the black BMW 750 of a General from the FSB 
(Federal Security Services) collided with the black Mercedes 500 of a General of the MVD (Min-
istry of Internal Affairs). The car at fault in the accident was found to be the Lada driven by the 
traffic police officer who showed up to investigate, thus illustrating the Golden Rule of the road 
in Bedrock: he who has the gold makes the rules.

The most important thing is to remain 
patient on the road and do not let other 
drivers rattle or push you. Just take it easy, 
hands firmly on the wheel and eyes on the 
road, with a regular glance in the rear mirror 
to catch any surprises that may be headed 
your way.
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restaurants & bars

011
Academy 
Acapulco
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar&Grill
Antonio
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open 
Muskat
Baan Thai
B. B. King
BeerHouse
Benihana
Bezh
Big-Pig-Pub
Bookafe
Boulevard 
Coconuts Bar&Grill
Maisoncafe
Cafe Mokka
Cantinetta Antinori
Сarre Blanc
Che
Churchill's Pub
Cicco Pizza
Coffee Bean
Colonna
Correas'
da Milio
Darbar
Deli France
Del Mare
Delis Cafe
Donna Klara
Dorian Gray
Doug & Marty's Boarhouse
Eat Cafe
El Inka 
Esterhazy
Etazh
Fame Cafe
Fat Mo
Fata Morgana
Felicita
Gallery Cafe
Gallery of Art
Gallery of Roses
Gandhara
Gibo e Viso
Goodman Steak House
Gorki
Guill's
Gulden
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Hippopotamus
Ichiban Boshi
IL Patio
Irish Bar in Sheremetyevo
Italianets
Izola
John Bull Pub
Khajuraho
Kivayaki
Labardans
Le Club
Leonardo
London Pub 
Los Bandidos
Louisiana Steak House
Maestro de Oliva
MAO
Mario
Mekhana Bansko
Mesto Vstrechi

Moka-Loka 
Molly Gwinn's Pub
My Place
Night Flight
No Name
Noahs Ark
Nostalgie
Old Tokyo
Palazzo Ducale
Paname
Pancho Villa
Paper Moon
Parisienne
Pinocchio
Pizza Maxima
Planet Sushi
Porto Maltese
Probca
Public
Pyramid
Rendezvous
R&B cafe
Rosie O'Grady's
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Seiji
Seven Seas
Shafran
Shanti
Shamrok 
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Sports Bar
Starlite Diner
Sudar
SV
T. G .I. Friday's
Talk of Town
Tesora
The Furniture Museum
The Place
The Real McCoy
Tofu
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uley
Uzbekistan
Vanila SKY
V.I.P.National
Vesna
Viva la Vita
Vogue Cafe
White Sun of the Desert
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya
Zebra Skver
Coconuts

hotels

Alrosa 
Ararat Park Hyatt
Arbat
Art-Hotel 
Baltchug Kempinski
Globus
East-West
Katerina
Marriott Grand
Marriot Aurora
Marriott Tverskaya
Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Moskow Country Club
Maxima Hotels
National
Novotel 1, 2
Orlyonok
Proton
Redisson Slavyanskaya

Renaissance
RusHotel
Savoy
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz 
Sretenskaya
Swisshotel Krasnie Kholmy
Tiflis
Ukraina
Volga
Watercolors
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Kol'tso

business centers

American Center
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Elite
Business Center Mokhovaya
Business Center Renaissance
Business Center 33 Usacheva Str.
Daev Plaza
Ducat Place 2
11 Gogolyevsky 
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
Krylatsky Hills
LG Electronics
McDonald’s Building
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business Center
Mosenka 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Parus Business Center
Petch & Abels
Publicis United
Romanov Dvor
Sadovaya Plaza
Samsung Center
Schlumberger
Sodeksho
Riverside Towers
Sodeksho
Moscow-City
Sokol 10
Intel
Trehprudny Business Center
Usadba Centre
Usadba Centre JTI 
Western Bridge Business Cntr.

embassies

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Rebublic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Netherlands

New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Shell EP Services
Singapore
Simens LLC
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Stilas Business Solutions
Stiles & Riabokobylko
Sweden
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
U.S. Embassy

medical/ dental centers

Adventist Health Center of Mos.
American Clinic 
American Dental Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medicical Center
American-Russian Dental Сntr.
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
French Dental Clinic
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center
International SOS Medical Clinic
US Dental Care

residential complexes

JO's
Park Place (office)
Pokrovky Hills 
Rosinka (Office)
Rosinka (Sportcenter)

business organizations

American Chamber of Commerce
European Business Club
Russian Financial Club
Russo-British Chamber of 
Commerce

fitness centers

Dr. Loder 
Gold's Gym
Planeta Fitness
Sport Line Club
World Class
Radisson Slavyanskaya Sport Club

airlines/travel companies

Air China
Air Baltic
American Express 
Adria Airways 
Andrew's Travel
Aviatransagentstvo
Cathay Pacific
Czech Airlines
Delta Airlines
Egypt Air
Feras
Finnair
JAL
Quantas
SN Brussels Airlines
Streamline 
Swiss International

others

Allied Pichfords
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
Aerobusinessservice
Allen-Bradley Co. 
Rockwell Automation
American Bar Association
American Institute of Business 
and Economics
Apple Computer
America Cinema
American Womens Org.
Australia and NZ Women's Group
Baker Hughes
Aerostar Place
Banque Societe Generale 
Vostok
ВВС
Calinka Stockmann
Chadbourne & Parke
Citi Bank
Crown Relocations
Daimler Chrysler
DHL
Ericsson Corporation
Ernst & Young
Ford Motor Company
General Electric Co
General Motors CIS
Goodyear
Halliburton International
Hinkson Christian Academy
Honeywell
HP 
IBM East Europe Russia
International Womens Club
Ital-Market
John Lang Lasalle
Calinka Stockmann
Little Angels Kindergarden 
Mars LLC
Mega
Moscow Turkish Women's Org.
Noble Gibbons
Nortel Networks
NB Gallery
Nestle
Penny Lane Realty
Philips Russia
Pony Express
Procter & Gamble
Raiffeizenbank Austria
Renaissance Capital
Russian-American Christian 
University
Russin & Vecchi
Pricewaterhousecoopers
Shishkin Gallery
Soviet Art Gallery
Stockmann Khimki
Stockmann Teply Stan
Stockmann-Discount
The Baltimore Sun
The Concept
The Expat Salon
The Imperial Tailong Co.
TSM Limousine service
Unilever
Wimm-Bill-Dann
Wrigley's Moscow
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amcham afterhours
In March AmCham threw a business 
after hours event at the Holiday Inn 
Lesnaya near the Beloruskaya train 
station. Up to 300 AmCham members 
were in attendance and the Holiday 
Inn evoked New Orleans style with an 
elaborate Louisiana Cajun style buffet. 
Not only was it great for food-lovers, 
but avid networkers had an opportunity 
to rub shoulders with some of Moscow’s 
top managers from many Russian and 
international firms. 

st patrick’s day celebrated in style
Despite some unseasonably warm 
weather – where’s the snow? Where’s 
the ice? – St Patrick’s Day was 
celebrated in style in Moscow with one 
of the largest parades outside of Dublin 
and New York along Arbat, which was 
closed to traffic for the occasion.
Irish Minister of State for Education 
Sean Haughey was guest of honour. 

 by daniel klein photos by lisa azarova

 by john bonar photos by lisa azarova
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concert raises funds for children’s home
A Russian folk music concert in the EC 
Ambassador’s residence by teenagers 
from a Pskov region children’s home 
helped raise funds for three orphans, 
charity organizations this April. The three 
were the Moscow Charity Funds “Alphavit” 
and “Big Change”, and the Pskov Region 
organization “Sprout”, which received a 
European Community grant in 2007.
As well as the concert, there was an 
exhibition and sale of photographs, 
paintings and other handicrafts made by 
the children. 
It was the first time the children, �4-
�7, performed in the capital, in such 
surrounding before foreigners. Although 
they were nervous, their mastery over 
the accordion, balalaika, glockenspiel, 
metallic triangle and synthesizers earned 
them a round of applause after the first 
song, which set them at ease.
For the second part of the concert, the 
�00 guests were mesmerized by seasoned 
professionals, lead by Valery Kondratov-
Prilipko on the balalaika. This true 
virtuoso resides in Italy and captivated the 
audience. 

1 2

by nataliya shivalova photos courtesy of big change 

eab networking
H.E. the Ambassador of Italy, Vittorio 
Claudio Surdo, and Mrs. Roya Surdo 
generously hosted the Association of 
European Businesses EuroReception 
in the beautiful surroundings of the 
Ambassador’s residence. Special thanks 
to the sponsors of the event, including 
Alitalia, DeBerti Jacchia, Eni S.p.A., 
Infinity Travel, Martini and Pavia e 
Ansaldo. Gallerie les Oreades continued 
an established tradition and donated a 
picture to the raffle. 
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ca tastes some pricey vintages
CA (formerly known as Computer Ass oci-
ates) held its first annual ESP (Enterprise 
Solutions Provider) Partner Summit at the 
Marriott Grand Aurora on 2� March and its 
newly appointed, Bulgarian-born Director 
for Russia and the CIS, Vassil Barsakov, opt-
ed to make this more than your average 
yawn-producing sales event. He decided 
that not only would it be a good idea to 
have a wine tasting, but to offer excep-
tionally expensive wines. When Vassil told 
me about this, I couldn’t resist asking him 
for an invitation; as everyone knows that 
Passport Magazine would never pass up a 
good wine tasting. 
The crème de la crème of the wines that 
we tasted was the �986 Chateau La Tour 
which retails for $�600 in Moscow (about 
�20,000 rubles in restaurants that carry 
it). Wow was it good! Definitely a “5” on 
the renowned “Ortega Easy Wine Rating 
System.” A wine master flew in from 
Dubai especially for the event and gave 
quite an informative presentation. We 
learned that the Sauvignon Blanc white 
wine grape that is used to make France’s 
well known Pouilly Fume is also the same 
grape used in New Zealand to make their 
equivalent Cloudy Bay wine; which is, by 
the way, the most expensive wine from 
New Zealand. To be quite honest, the 
French wine tasted far better according to 
the wine delegates, but surprisingly cost 
70% less. No worry as the more expensive 
but worse-tasting New Zealand version is 
not available in Russia. For that matter it is 
not even available in the UK since stocks 
get snapped up immediately, the result 
of good marketing by its owners Louis 
Vuitton. The good news for us is that the 
better tasting French (original) version 
is widely available across the Russian 
Capital. 

 by daniel klein photos by alexey gorov
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le gourmand and chefs meet des artistes
Chaine des Rotisseurs, Moscow chapter, 
held its first Dinner Amical outside of 
the Balchug Kempinski Hotel in mid 
April at Café des Artistes, the newest 
member restaurant in the international 
gastronomique society. Partner and 
Executive Chef Mr. Dolf Michel, hosted 
the dinner at which Gianni van Daalen, 
the Moscow Bailli, greeted about 30 
members and friends of the Chaine.
The spirited company enjoyed 
champagne Cava Codorniu Brut, Clos 
Burnier, Cepage, Russia 2005 and Clos 
Burnier, Merlot, Russia 2005 was served 
with Cognac Kazumian VSOP and 
Maker’s Mark Bourbon Whisky at the 
cocktail reception
The group relished a mouth-watering 
five course dinner prepared by 
the Executive Chefs Dolf Michel, 
Stefan Warnig and Sergei Kuzminov, 
accompanied by the first red and white 
wines from the new Russian winery 
pioneered by Renaud and Marina 
Burnier, Domaine Burnier, Novorossisk. 
John Bonar. 

left to right top to bottom
Marina Savelieva
Gianni van Daalen
Reiner Hartmann
Lawrence McDonnell
John Bonar and Alf D'Souza
Ksenia Karpenko
David D'Souza
Ian Jones with Marina and Renaud Burnier

 by john bonar photos by alexey zhukov
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the last word
gianni van daalen
bailli de moscou, chaîne des rôtisseurs

and moscow?
Thomas, an old friend, knowing of my 
long standing interest in the Chaîne asked 
me to initiate a branch in Moscow. I first 
joined the Chaîne 30 years ago and I was 
delighted to revive my involvement and 
initiate its activities in Moscow. Accord-
ingly we held our first meeting on March 
30th last year. 

what about cost?
Membership is by invitation only. Most 
new members join through recommen-
dation by friends who are already mem-
bers; but it is also possible to obtain in-
formation directly through our national 
Chapters which are referred to as Bailli-
ages within the Chaîne. The entrance fee 
is EUR 500, which includes membership 
fee for the first year and the formal in-
duction and presentation of the medal 
on a ribbon denoting category of mem-
bership. Annual membership fees are 
EUR 200.

and the benefits?
Attending the Grand Chapitre, which 
translates into a three or four days pro-
grame for lovers of haute cuisine culminat-
ing in a Gala Dinner. Last year it was held 
in St Petersburg’s marble palace. This is 
when new members are formally induct-
ed in the tradition of the original guild 
of knights. But members can attend any 
Grand Chapitre, anywhere in the world.
Other benefits include culinary competi-
tions for chefs and regular Dinners Amical 
– around 10 per year, discounts in mem-
ber restaurants …

what’s the most rewarding thing you 
find about the society?
At every Chaîne event I get to enjoy great 
food and fine wine and meet old and new 
friends, who all share a love of good food 
and wine. 

when was chaîne des rôtisseurs 
founded?
The Chaîne was first founded by Louis IX, 
King of France, in 1248, as a guild of goose 
roasters, so-named in honor of the chefs 
who carved poultry. The first members of 
the Chaine were French knights who, after 
the hunt, competed to prepare the best 
game bird. 

what happened?
The French Revolution! It not only be-
headed the monarch but outlawed all 
guilds and societies, the Chaîne des Rô-
tisseurs among them. It was only in 1950 
that it was revived by five gastronomique 
enthusiasts – a doctor, two journalists and 
two restaurateurs.

what are its objectives today?
Chaîne des Rôtisseurs is an international 
gastronomy association dedicated to 
bringing together both professional and 
non-professional members worldwide 
who appreciate and share a mutual in-
terest in cuisine, wine and fine dining. It 
unites professional and amateur gastro-
nomes in a private, non-profit society 
committed to promoting the culinary and 
hospitality arts and enology, the study of 
winemaking, through example, education 
and camaraderie.

how widespread is it?
Today the Chaîne is present in over 200 
countries with more than 90,000 mem-
bers. 

why start a chapter in russia?
Why not? The founder of the Russian 
Chapter was Thomas Noll, the General 
Manager of the Grand Hotel Europe, who 
had been a member for many years when 
he was in other countries. The first Rus-
sian restaurateurs to join the international 
Chaîne des Rôtisseurs on 13 December 
2002 were a group from St Petersburg all 
of whom subscribed to the ideals of the 
Chaîne and wanted to spread its values.
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